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Eorron's Nors

Charubel ( 1 826-1906) is best known today for his book The Degrees

of the Zodiac Symboli.sed. The present work was originally published

by Robert \7elch in 1906 as the Psychology of Botany, Mherals and

Precious Stones (being a revised edition of what had appeared serially

in the Psychic Mirror). It appears that the work may Lrave been

published posthumously - the dedication to Robert Welch contains

the bequest "to whom I leave all my works and manuscripts for

publication, and use as articles for magazines, &c., &c., " - on the

last page of the book Mr R. Welch is also attributed as Editor.

The published text contains many inconsistencies in the

presentation of the data, together with numerous typographical errors

and spelling rnistakes. This somewhat careless editorial and book

production by Robert Welch contrasts quite sharply with the author's

scholarship and extensive vocabulary.

The 1906 edition also includes a number of disparate botanical

illustrations of varying quality taken from divers sources - evidence

suggests that these pictures may have been included by Roben \Uelch

and not Charubel. It was decided to exclude these illustrations not

only for their inappropriateness but moreover because it appears that



\Uelch (if he was indeed responsible for their selection) was not

sufficiently familiar with the text of the book - Charubel writes :-

" There are, however, cheap books in the market, devoted to

Descriptive Botany, I consider it needless, I should waste time,

and occupy space, on such a line when the same might be

purchased at a bookstall. I shall confine myself to what cannot

be purchased otherwise than by reading my revelations.

From this it is quite clear that Charubel would not waste twenty-two

pages on such pictures, but the reader should not assume that it is

unnecessary to have any botanical knowledge, as Charubel extolls

the study of the natural world as a necessary prerequisite for any self-

respecting magician or occultist. He states :-

Some pride themselves in their supposed attainments in occult

knowledge; just test that wisdom beside these researches which

I am publishing under the Psycholagy of Botany . If your instincts,

fail to conduct you into the spirit which pervades these

Revelations. If you faii to appreciate these truths, cease hereafter

to consider yourselves Occultists, much less Magicians.

Remember this: to become a Magician you must become a

student of nature at first hand.

Furthermore, on the subject of Occultists he later states :-



There is a sham Occultism, and there is a genuine one; the

tormer gives lectures and reconnoitres every city, town, village

and hamlet, in his search for proselytes. He seeks publicity in

all those fashionable and popular devices now current, and

like his prototype, the Pharisee of old, he does all to be seen of

men. As a next subter{uge, he slanders the individual, and

stigmatises such Divine Inspirations given forth by him with

the opprobrious epithet "Obsession." Thus proving descent

from those who told the Christ of history to his face that he

had a devil. If they, the fathers of modern hypocrites, called

the "Master of the house Beelzebub, how much more they of

his household."

The genuine Occultist seeks not publicity in order to

promote his own popularity, or that of his philosophy. He may

be desirous that all should become acquainted with the leading

principles of his system of Philosophy, considering such a move

a step in the right direction. The true Occultist, conscious of

the wealth he possesses in that wisdom, the price of which

exceeds that of rubies; he unavoidably feels a species of

independency which the riches of this world cannot afford.

He feels strong in the truth of his Lord, and in the power of his

might, in that he has found the way to that hidden manna. He



has opened a fountain in the flinty rock, the water follows

him, he has drank of it, it is henceforth within him a well of

water, springing up into life eternal.

Charubel was born a seer and clairvoyant and he used his psychic

abilities ro ascertain the nature and influence of each degree for his

book The Degrees of tlte Zodiac Symbolised. Charubel accomplished

his astrological task unaided, producing an original work not copied

from any other author, ancient or modern. Over the years many have

srudied Charubel's symbols and are convinced that by whatever

means they rvere obtained, whether supernormal or not, they have a

definite and a substantial basis.

The present work was also obtained psychically but it has lain

fallow for almost one hundred years. Charubel's ideas were far ahead

of his time and show great insight. His concept of empathic healing,

using the positive and negative energy of the soul plane, combined

with his use of sigils, colour aura and invocations, is unique. At times

he expresses strong views as he expounds his precepts :-
When an Occultist speaks of the Feminine, or the

Masculine, it must be bome in mind that such terms are not

used by him as distinguishing marks of gender. I know such

terms are bandied about very freely by u number of writers in

such a light as to beget very absurd notions respecting this



subject, simply beca,rse the mind of the writer has failed to

grasp the true idea as to what is implied bV the terms Masculine

and Feminine.

Men go to write on these sublime themes steeped in the

filth of their own animality; and with dirty fingers pollute those

pages of wisdom found in narure, that book of God, stereotyped

in ineffaceable characters on the fiery ether, that ever unfolding

Scrowl. But he who has wisdom will detect the sham from the

genuinecoin....

. . . I make known to you one of the grand mysteries of

heaven: It is with the Negative side of Divinity that we have

to do. It is the Mother side of Deity, not the Father's side. The

negative, not the positive.

The mother does not only embrace her offspring with the

arms of her affection, but she feeds it from the breasts of her

consolation. Thus it is that whilst we are the offsprings of

nature, and are dandled on her knees, she bountifully meets

our numerous and diversified wants with profusion from her

exhaustless stores.

The book is not presented to the reader in a form to be read from

cover-to-cover. Its usefi.rlness is yet further hindered by an Index of



Diseases which lists the names of the diseases under the plants used

to treat them and, to make matters worse, the plan$ are not even

listed in alphabetical orderl Therefore, to find a particular disease or

malady the reader is required to search plant-by-plant until he

stumbles across it. To rectify this problem a new index has been

prepared listing the plants alphabetically together with an entirely

new cross-index listing the diseases and ailments alphabetically within

four groups: Physical, Mental, Spiritual and what may be termed

Enqtironemtal (relationships with others, the world we live in - past

and present, and behavioural problems). The groups should not be

taken too rigidly as a degree of interchangeability must inevitably

apply.

A further practical problem exists with the book which is that

there lies lost within the various sections of individual plants, trees,

shrubs, etc., some of Charubel's most important insights and

explanations. This arrangement is indeed unfortunate and to aid the

reader's overall understand ing the fol lowing text (The I'l atw al World)

has been culled and assembled from within the body of the book.

10



THE NATURAL \YORLD

\\/ /hateu"r may be said respecting the supernatural, there

W is nothing after all outside nature. \Vhat is nature but

the workshop of the Infinite! Everything in narure is the subject

of a force, and is also capable of transmitting a force. In the

meantime not that identical force which it receives; simply

because each subject becomes a chemical laboratory peculiariy

its own, where, by virtue of those mysterious, because

complicated, appiiances it does generate anotherforce, unlike

that which it receives. I will illustrate this marter: An Alkaline

substance becomes the recipient of an acid. W'hat is the force

generated? A Salt or a Saline. This Saline is unlike both of its

factors.

The Infinite has innumerable hosts of agents in this great

workshop, and the subjects of his power are just as innumerable.

Each of these receive, through certain agencies, a force which

comes from the Spirit Absolute, through the psychical. Seeing

there is nothing higher than Spirit; God is a Spirit; rhere is

nothing lower than what I cali the objective material universe.

And seeing these are all related, these are all within the domain

of nature; where then lies the possibility for the supematural?

11



I feel that the time is come for a systematic development of

his most interesting branch of the Occult. It may be asked:

lfhy I did not begin this wotk at an eartier date? My answer is:

I had but scant sympathy in my struggles during the past; and

it must be borne in mind that Psychics are sensitive,

consequently, coldness, or even indifference, is but too quickly

felt. Ha"ing recently had severai very encouraging ietters from

a number of my subscribers in this country, America, and

Australia; I am, in consequence, inspired with fresh vigour in

the present work.

You have been made familiar with a portion of God's works

in the dornain of organic, and inorganic nature: Life under its

numerous aspects accosts you at every turn, and from every

point of view. There are none, whose experience is so

contracted as to be shut out entirely, from a knowledge of some

portion of animated nature. You are each acquainted with a

number of the animals, and vegetables, which abound.

ln the meantime, you are not so presumptuous as to fancy

you have seen every plant, every floweq or every creature of

every kind that live and move on the earth. You must knoq

that there are those who have seen more than you, yet, were

you to ask the most advanced Naturalist if he had seen every

17



species of animated nature, I feel certain his reply would be:

Hou'ever much I may have seen I have no reason to suppose

that I have seen the whole;on the contrary, I have every reason

to think I have not acquainted myself with but what lies on

the outermost fringe, of that nature, whose limitations are

unsearchable. This same holds true in every case, and would

be admitted by Naturalist and PhilosopheE as no one dare say

that he has conr.,ersed with every class of animal life; every

species of lnfusoria; every form of insectorial existencel every

crawling reptile; every quadruped; every biped; every blrd of

every plumage.

\7e are accustomed to call all mineral substances inorgutic

matter; in the meantime, such is not so in those primal

formations which we discover among the mineral and metallic

substances abounding in and on this earth. But when these

substances are transformed by the hand of man, and their

primitive stmcture broken up, the vital principle is no longer

there, any more than the life principle remains in a tree when

it has been cut up and transformed into chairs and tables.

The primal basis on which I build this new philosophy, if it
may be called such, is: that every mineral substance, as well as

every vegetable substance, has a living principle, soul, or genius;
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and it is by virtue of this soul or genius that the stone is marked

by certain characteristics, and contains certain properties' such

as may be capable of acting on other substances or other

organisms, and of producing changes in each-

This is my first thesis. My next is: that in order to become

the subject of the influence, it is necessary we should become

sympathetically connected with that stone, plant, or tree; not

by first killing it and subsequently by taking portions in pills,

powders, or decoctions; but by realising a sympathetic union

with the stone, plant, or tree; and that by a klnd of fascination,

which you may designate love, towards that object. it is a law

in nature, that whatever you gredtly admire, and that, freely, or

spontaneously, you love after a fashion; and what you love, or

greatly admire, you become negative towards that object, and

becoming thus negative, you must of necessity become receptive

of whatsoever influences that thing rnay be capable of

imparting.

It is well-known that you cannot force yourself to admire

anything, but must be first of all fascinated by, or through, an

inspiration. This inspiration is the precursor of fascination, and

follows as the result of calm or quiet contemplation.

14



These are no idle fancies on my part, but are veritable truths.

These are revelations which have been lying within the

archives of the universe for thousands of years before our history

awoke to meet the concurrent events of a time comparatively

modem. We have straggling hints, or references, to peoples or

nations who are said to have worshipped trees. lndeed some

traces of such a kind of idolatry appears to be easily found among

what are called the rude and barbaric tribes. These are but the

remains of what was once a glorious philosophy.

There is not one within the shackled form of 'Old Mortaliry,'

who may lay claim to this Omniscience. Such being the case,

who dare to say that what I believe to exist is a myth?

There is tl-rat prejudice, arising from those teachings we have

been indoctrinated with from our earliest days, by teachers,

preachers, priests and parsons; that to die is the will of God.

In support of these we have those thousands of weeklies,

monthlies, and quarterlies flowing from the press, the keynote

of which is: "that it is appointed unto men once to die"; all

preach death simply because the way to death is easier than it

is to climb the steep and rugged path that leads to life.
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I teach the way to life, and that at the risk of being called

an Enthusiast, which I have been called by a latter-day-1ight.

But such has been the fate of ail who have dared to cut

themselves adrift from that commonplace claptrap which is in

vogue among the smart writers called - whose chief

mission appears to be to laugh down the truth under every

guise.

The false is the fashionable, and therefore the most popular

among the currencies of this day. I tell you in my little sheet a

truth which you may treat as you choose.

THE !rORD OF GOD

f, u.h plant on the Psychic Pl.ane has a name, not, however,r-rI-z as5lgned capricioustry by me, but, a name, that is the true

and all-comprehensive one. This name is aword, and this word

is the word of the Absolute, the one Universal Father! The
'Word of God is not confined to a book. Our Father's Big Book

is Nature. His \7ord exists in every Herb, Plant and Tlee.

The stili voice of God in nature, which speaks to all alike,

yet only a few attend to His teachings.

This word is an invocation of a mysterious but powerful

nature. You will doubtless recognize in these characteristics, a

16



striking resemblance, to one especial phrase connected with

the pathological displays given by Jesus on more than one

occasion. \Vhen unfolding the cryptic envelope, wherein was

enclosed His Divine power, He made use of a \roRD. A word

which the onlooking multitude could hear, but which none of

his listeners could interpret. When opening the ears of the

deaf man He called aloud, yes, aloud, I know it was not a

whisper: EpHpuRrHa*. lfhen raising the dead daughter ofJarius

the Lord uttered forth that sublime word: Tar-rrun cuMri.

Writers have pretended to furnish us with the interpretations

of these words; but these interpretations are but guesswork. Do

you suppose our Lord would have imposed a word on his nearest,

and dearest friends which they could not understand, if He

could otherwise have expressed himselfl No. But He had a

force yes a god to awake! to call forth an embodiment of a

force necessary to give to those closed ears the capacity of

Manr. 7:32-35 And they bring unto him one that was deaf, and had an irnpediment in his speech; and
they beseech him to put his hand upon him. And he took him aside from the multitude, and put his
fingers into his ears, and he spit, and touched his tongue; And l*rking up to heaven, he sighed, and saith
unto him, Ephphatha, that is, Be opened. And straightway his ears were opened, and the string rf his
tongue was loosed, and he spake plain.

M,qr.r. 5:38-42 And he cometh to the house of the ruler of the synagogue, and seeth the tumult, and
them that wept and wailed greatly. And when he was corne in, he saith unto them, Why make ye this
ado, and weep? the darnsel is not dead, but sleepeth. And they laughed him to scom. But when he had
put thern all out, he taketh the father and the rnother of the damsel, and them that were with him, and
entereth in where the damsel was lying. And he t<xrk the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha
cumi; which is, being interpreted, Damsel, i say unto thee, arise. And straightway the damsel arose, and
walked; for she was of the age of twelve years. And they were astonished with a great astonishment.
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hearing. The word which Jesus uttered bore some, resemblance

to that word He uttered, when universal chaos vibrated with a

new astonishment, when He spoke, and it was done; He

commanded, and it stood fast. This word was not addressed to

man. It was to secret, hence too sacred for man to understand.
'What I am here propounding is that there is a special word

connecting itself with Nature's Divine Virtues, which when

uftered awakes those forces into trife and motion.

THE BODY AND SOUL

T he Spirit has buiir

I called the soul, and

body has been formed.

up for itself this Spirit

by virtue of this inner

body which is

body the outer

The inner body partakes of the semblance of the Immortal

Spirit, and lf this inner body continues in unison with the

Spirit, which is called the I A*, it will itself become immortal,

and will continue to be the temple of the Spirit, or the I Am!

But if that soul or inner body revolts; if the psychic powers say

we will not have this one to reign over us, it will forfeit its

immortality; it then becomes broken up and diffused among

its kindred element, and the Spirit returns to its fountain from

whence it came, and that personality ceases to be.

Consequently, for man to gain immortality he must "work out

18



his own salvarion," he must build up the inner house which is

"his house from heaven."

Persons of gross habits, and where there may be a tendency

toward vices of a low and animal character. Such persons may

be relieved from an intolerable burden, a burden whlch if
hugged and carried will ultimately weigh its possessor down to

tl-re gates of death. "For he who sows to the flesh, shall of the

flesh reap corruption." And this corruption is the second death.

You may have read those words uttered by King David in

one of his Psalms: "O spare me that I may recover strength

before I go hence and be no more." It is evident that the

Psalmist needed his soul strengthened. He must have had, for

the time, a glimpse of another and interior body, which needed

some little repairs before pulling down the old house. There

was an epoch in the far past when man lived more on the

psychic than on the so called intellectual plane; this is more

than rvhat the present humanity is capable of realising. Our

present conceptions of beauty are not in unison with those

possessed by man during one of those buried Aons of the past.

Nature closes each door after the birth of her offspring. Thus

when one race has completed its round, fulfilled its mission,

the door of that degree attained to by that race is closed behlnd

19



it. The succeeding humanity cannot form any idea as to what

may be the conceptions of its predecessor, but the predecessor

may form corfect notions of its successor. In the meantime, as

there are always exceptions to every rule, or in other words,

there ever have been those who have lived, whilst members of

the sr-rcceeding race, the life of its predecessor, and have been

abie to realise what may have been the leading ideas of that

race. But, when these exceptional characters seek to make these

same ideas known to their conternporaries they are sure to be

misunderstood, and what they say or write, for the time, will

not be appreciated.

THE INTELLECT AND IMAG]NATION

orne there are, who may consider these teachings as being

but the wild hallucinations of an enthusiast; one who may

be supposed to have been long a denizen in the domain of

imagination, so as to have become intoxicated with those

delusive dreams, which, like those fascinating exhalations

which is said to have, at one rime, ascended from the Pythian

spring. But, what a suLrlime satisfaction it is to know that what

the superficial thinkers, and writers, may understand by the

epithet "imagination," as being equivalent to a vagary the

Occult Philosopher has made the very irrrportant discovery,

ZO



that this tabooed region of imagination, is after all: the world,

yes, the Universally Real.

The intellect alone, when uninspired, moves within a radius

of a very contracted circle; and within these limits, the unaided

intellect gets bewildered with those numerous enigmas which

beset it on every hand.

After all those laborious researches, those testings and

probings, and analytical siftings;when the diligent investigator

is about to congratulate himself on his achievements, he may

feel disposed to consider himself most fortunate, seeing he has

attained to that long looked for consummation. In the midst

of all this, he finds he has a successor, a rival, whose discoveries

on those same lines, overtums the facts and theories of previous

discoveries.

But the man whose intellect is illumined with the true light

of heaven has no cause to fear that any one who may take up

these same subjects on these same lines, will ever be in a

position to say that what I have written is false. It is true,

another mind may, at some future period appear on the scene'

who may see more than I have seen, and who may express

those lucid visions in loftier phrases.
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CONCLUSION

f *o* approach rhe door, which opens ar my call, and which

I .or,drl.ts me toward a long yearned-for realization! The

question I ask is this: Is there but one kind of means by which

to prolong liG on this earth, within the present body? Must all

support of every kind pass through the ordinary process of

mastication and digestion? It has been already shown, that to

cure those various ills to which humanity are prone, it is not

necessary that we should have resort to drugs and potions, taken

by the mouth into the sromach. It has been already proved,

since my first articie on rhe Psychology of Bonny appeared, that

sicknesses may be cured by a look, accompanied by a thought

directed towards a certain plant or tree, without the

intervention of other means.

Such has been verified, and that by virtue of our higher

nature coming in contact with that higher nature already

alluded to, the iower narure may be cured. Do not such thoughts

as these open the way, the true and living way, by which this

outer nature may be preserved for any length of time? Most

assuredly they do.

But here lie those obsracles, which, like those beings with
wands of flame, who are said to guard the portal leading to the
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ffee of life, are hard to surmount. There are accidents to which

we are daily and hourly exposed. These consist of illness arising

from exposure to those inclemencies which prevail in this our

clime; arising chiefly from those accompaniments of artificial

life, which are those leading characteristics of the present

civilization, with which the present race is drenched to

saturation.

'We have our thousands of manufactories; each of which

belches forth its portion of poisonous fumes. 
'VUe 

have our large

and thickly populated cities, each containing its background

of slums, where live and die unseen, and unlamented teeming

thousands, whose dweliings are dens of crime, and where reek

those pollutions from whence do rise the "pestilence that

walketh in darkness." These poisons permeate the purest

atmosphere, nor is there any place out of their reach. Thus we

are besieged by foes on every hand, besetting us at every tum

through every lane of life. under such conditions we find it

very hard to counteract so many ills. I need not allude to those

mechanical injuries to which this organism is open, and by

which the present life might be cut off, or otherwise shortened,

which at the time may have appeared of too trifling a nature

to demand notice.
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Then there are those numerous ills with which our nature

may be tainted; those dire consequences of what our forefathers

may have done, these all combined constitute a formidable

army to fight and conquer in this our upward clambering toward

the tree of hfe!

But there is yet another difficulry to contend with: that

innate aversion, which abounds in the nature of the present

race to all that may pertain to the psychic plane, of things

unseen by mortal eyes, whilst at the same time manifesting an

idolatrous devotion to the sensuous.

lUhen pompous science has captured something new, its

devotees make as much ado over the find as a young hen does

over her first egg. At the same time, in many instances, such a

discovery will never contribute the merest fraction towards

making the race better, wiser, or happier. Do the multitude

comprehend their sphere as perfectly as the Bee or the Antl
Intelligence is neither more nor less than the inspiration of

the Almighty. This inspiration when beheld in the lower orders

of creation you have been taught to denominate instinct; in

man the same faculty you call intelligence, or inspiration.

Science seeks to attain to those hidden mysteries by its

puerile researches, but hitherto without success, at least there
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have been no satisfactory results; for when partial success

appears to have been achieved, some dire calamities have

followed; nor will it ever be known the amount of evil that has

been entailed by such; for if people persist on intruding into

fiese domains; if presumptuous man will poach on the preserves

of these conservative agents of nature's subtle forces, he must

expect disaster. You readily may see that there is no new

discovery of science, however promising its pretensions, but

what has opened a door for fresh evils to visit and curse this

earth. Pride and avarice are the two chlef of devils that are

making a hell of this once grand world, and these two are the

inspirers and prompters in every new discovery', and in every

fresh enterprise.

I, Charubel, am the ordained instrument to publish to this

race, now to the sear of its life, rhis divine philosophy. However

you may feel disposed to treat this subject, depend on it, there

is no other messenger bom, or yet within the folds of a distant

future, who will publish again this philosophy further than he

may seek to call the attention of the world to what I have

written.
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What I have written is written,

and will never be obliterated.

Charubel

Here then, O gentle reader, is Charubel's work presented anew

unique guide to the spiritual essence of plants, minerals,

and precious stones for the empathic healing of the physical

body by the use of sigils, invocations, chants, aura, and the power

of the will.

A. R. Nayron , 2oo3
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O MY FAITHFUL AND SINCERE

FRTEND, Roeenr 'WrLcH,

ESe., to whom I leave all my

works and manuscripts for

publication, and use as

articles for magazines, &c., &c., and also

to my beloved and faithful wife, Ln-rv

TuouAs, and to all kind friends who have

helped and known me by *y works, to

the lovers of astrology, the occult arts, and

those who strive for truth and justice.
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THE PRESENT \rORK IS A REVISED

EDITION OF !rHAT APPEARED IN THE

Psycnlc MlRRon, coNTRTBUTED

SERIALLY, IS NO\T PRESENTED TO THE

INTELLIGENT PUBLIC AT THE REQUEST

OF A FE\f FRIENDS AND CHIEF

supporters, who are of the opinion that a subject so unique 
-that is wonderful, at the same time profoundly philosophical,

which by its applicability to the present state of the human
race is deserving of universal acceptation, the same should be

preserved in volume form. The thoughtful reader will discover

that the Psy clwlogy of Botany and the Psy chology of Precious

Srones, combined, as they are, in the present volume, to be more,

nor less than a complete system of occult philosophy. This
philosophy is too expansive for the ccntracted steriotypic mind
to accept; it is too profound for the "justices shallow" type to
probe. The present work is a stranger, just appearirg, as a

revelation on this earth. Friends give my stranger a hearty

welcome into your houses, on your bookshelf, and a place in
your affections and by so doing oblige,

Yours ever faithfully,

CHARUBEL
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HERE is an influence
emanating from each plant or

tree, and that when a person thinks

intently on any one of these, he, or

she, brings himse[ or herseld in

sympathy with that plant or tree.
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llnffoduction

ROM MY PSYCHOLOGICAL STANDPOINT I NOTE

THERE IS A DIRECT SYMPATHY BET\rEEN THE

HUMAN SOUL, AND THE SOUL WHICH

PERVADES, AND OCCUPIES EACH MEMBER 
-

GREAT OR SMALL 
- 

OF THE VEGETABLE

KINGDoM. IN THE MEANTIME I FAIL To
DISCOVER A SIMILAR SYMPATHY BET\UEEN THE

brute and the vegetable kingdom. This rvill, on first thought,
appear to a great number of my readers, an anomaly, as the bovine

tribes are more directly related to the vegetable, than what the
human may appear to be. But, be it understood that the soul of
the vegetable departs from the vegetable as soon as that organism

is severed frorn its parent stem, or root, that is, the severed part.

Hence, it follows, that a branch of a plant, or a parr of its stem,
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or, a part of its root has not the soul of that plant for pathological

purposes when detached from its parent stem or root. nor is

there any means yet discovered by which that subtle something

called the soul may be captured.

Chemistry with its niceties, by way of analysis, or of synthesis,

has hitherto failed to caprure this most subtle, yet most porent

element pervading the vegetable kingdom. There are no

menstruurns capable of dissolving the organic structure of a plant

so quickly as to liberate the psychic principle and to capture it
in its flight. It is therefore a thing impossible to find this potent

factor in a dead organism. It is only with the soul in man, by the

power of the will, supervised by celestial wisdom, that I have

been able to achieve but a partial success in these my present

researches. It is the recital of what has come under my own

observation that will form the subjects of the present volume.

At the same time, I shall not confine myself strictly, or slavishly,

to that vocabulary in use among Orthodox Botanists.

As such scientific exactness is not necessary for the purpose

I have in hand; what I am desirous of doing is, to point out in a
practical manner, by inevitable tests, the one grand truth:-
that there is a direct sympathy between the soul of a plant, and

the human soul; and, further, that there ts a special sympathy

between certain plants and certain individuals, and, that man
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being the superior power, may control the soul force of the plant.
Thus a lnan may, under certain conditions, grasp, or lay hold of
the soul force of the plant, or tree, and procure the most occult
properties of that vegetable, and apply them to his own personal

uses, by wav of healing hirnself of those ills, and infirmities of
rvhich he may be a victim. Or he may discover clairvoyantly
ivhat may apply to others.

What I am here stating is not a concocted jumble of
extravagant notions, bearing but the merest semblance of
rationality, not a wild theory, without a foundation ro rest on,

save being the baseless fabrication of an ever active fancy. On
the contrary these matters have been tested by me in several

instances, and that with astonishing results.

In the meantime I do not suppose for a moment that it is

possible far cmyone to practice this great and occult work, who

tray not have developed those intuitional powers necessary to
the finding of the vegetable plant, or rree, which the case might
requlre.

To this very plant the soul of the initiated will be gradually

drawn, and that as truly as that of the needle to the pole. But
such results can never follow, rn'here bias, or fancy is allowed to
interfere by playing their round of delusive pranks. I will in this
introduction give a few instances from the sphere of my own
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personal experienc", by way of practically illustrating what is

herein stated.

One day a friend of rnine was suddenly seized with inward
pains of a sharp pricking character in the lower parr of the chest,

extending down the left side. I was induced to place myself in a
calm and tranquil condition - 

just as I am ever in the habit of
doing, when in quest of a correct vision of any person subject or
thing - saying to myself: I will look into the vast field of nature,

"l have no crotchets, or preconceptions of my own to intercept
from me the light of heaven," "l will look, yes, I will look."
There mLrst be a remedy for every i11, "the plaster rnust be as

large as the wound." Such was my faith ar rhar time, such is my
faith at this day; and, so far as my experience goes on, has carried
me hitherto, there is every probability that the future will flnd
me much in advance of what I am this day.

I had not wandered far, nor waited long, before I saw a bush
covered with yellow bloom resting on green foliage. At first I
took this bush to be the Broom, bur on closer inspection I found
it to be the Gorse-bush, as soon as I made this discovery I realized

an aura emanating from the bush of a brown colour, I united
this aura with an aura which enveloped my parienr, and within
a quarter of an hour the pain was gone. A short time after this I
had taken a severe cold, with pain in the ear; this pain was
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gradually becoming more severe. I looked in the same way as

before. I had not looked long before I saw the vatnsNHAIR FERN,

I manipulated the aura as before, and the pain in the ear left me

and did not return

Another case was that of a young girl who was suffering

from extreme weakness accompanied with a cough, which, as it
appears was the sequel of Scarlatina. This patient resided at the

time in Cornwall. I looked as in the other cases, and the humble

Lichen appeared the aura of which was gray mingled with red.

This I applied a few successive days, suffice to say she was cured

in a week. I was at that time testing some twenty more cases in
the same way.

In these my allusions to my own experiences by way of testing

the psychological virtues of various plants, with their magical

powers, to eradicate those disorders to which our race are

exposed, and to which they generally fall victims; I do not

overlook the fact, that by far the majority are not SEERS, they

are not endowed with clntRVoyANT abilities to guide them, and

by which guidance they may discover those remedial agents in

the vegetable kingdom, and that independently. This is why I

came forward, as the champion representative of my fellow-

men, by way of teaching every rational man or woman, how to

act, or, how to think, so as to become the possessors of those
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valuable secrets, secrets that have never before been divulged,

as I have made them known in the present volume. It is therefore

necessary I should be explicit on all points, and convincingly
clear to all that what I am publishing is the truth.

So far as I have been able to test the properties of Vegetables,

whose virtues I have ascertained, in the first instance, by *y
introvisionary powers alone; and as all tests subsequently made,

to prove the truth of this grand philosophy I am entitled to
presume that those plants whose virtues, I am, by the force of
circumstances, debarred a personal test, will notwithstandingly

be accepted for true.

I shall, in the first instance, note the leading characteristics,

and psychological properties of those common plants, with
whlch the generality of my readers are more, or less, conversant.

I shall treat of plants rnore or less progressively, as they appear

to ascend in graduated degrees of development, and, not strictly
as given by works on Botany.
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THE LICHEN
Tup FIRST VISiBLE SPECIES oF

VEcEraeLE LrFE rs rHAT oF THE

LrcuEN. Ir rs coNSEeuENTLY, THE

FrRST sPECTES oF THE CnyprocAMIA

Class, AND is, IN TRUTH, THE FIRST

AGENT MADE usE oF, ny Narunc's
LoRn, aNn Law-Grvrn, To\uARDS

clothing the naked rocks, of new uprising islands. An island,

as the result of an earthquake, may be ejected from the ocean

depths within the short lapse of an hour. Not so is this the order

observed by way of clothing its naked crags, and projecting rocks,

and by which that island might become the home of animated
lif'e. The so called wilds of nature, as we witness them, at this
day, r.vere, at one time, in a very remote past, much wilder scenes;

unsightly scenes of volcanic action; here and there a silenced

crater, having choked itself, by its furious belchings. Today the

once repulsive lava (if such an epithet be applicable to a period

where, and when, nothing but silence could be the intermittent
witness of such fury) is clothed with verdure, waving forests

clothe those mountain sides; towns and viilages securely rest in
those lovely plains, plains, which at one time, were the scenes

of one or mofe craters.



But we learn by observation, that counter forces, of various

kinds, have been, and are, yet at work, since that time, and,

amongst these agents the insignificant Lichen takes a foremost

place. This fact goes to prove, that what the casual observer

may designate small is, possibly, the greatest. Yes, that which

man calls srnall, proves the greater in the eyes of its lv{aker. The

Lichen performs its silent work on the naked rock, or aged stone

wall, which the supposed mightier and more pretentious forces

could never execute, simply by its clinging to its fixed abode, be

it a stone, it overcomes a ftactional portion of that stone, and,

in time, the obduracy of the stone must yield to the operations

of this silent grinder, and, in this way, prepare the first
rudimentary particles of what we designate earth.

Longevity is one of the characteristics of the Lichen, but

who by observation may leam its age! \Uho may note the mystic

hour of its birth? We [:now that its first germs must have been

wafted by the winds from its hiding places in the higher

atmospheric regiorr, having floated about in search of a place

waiting its mysterious advent; that place was one which would

not attract any other than the Lichen:- a naked rock or an

exposed stone wall;here it is doomed to live, here it must labour,

here it builds its own dwelling, and here it makes its own grave,

but of its ashes its more mature successor develops, and
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continues, the labours of its predecessor. This again, in the course

of centuries dies, and bequeaths to the rock the fruits of its labour,

rvhich is its own defunct organism. Each successive worker leaves

the field a little in advance of its predecessor. Yet the keenest

observer of one generation may fail to perceive the shadow of a

change, and, when a Lichen dies, who may perceive the change

of the unaided human eye? The Lichen wears the garb of
immutability! My readers will know the little Lichen readily,

that thin, hard, gray crust which may be seen on an old large or

small stone or rock; a growth requiring for its support but the

light of the sun with the surrounding atmosphere.

I am not aware of the Lichen being a medicinal vegetable,

be,vcrnd this; that it is of a flowerless class, the Cryptogamia.

And as such is one of the predecessors of the Liverwort, the

virtues of which may be partially known to medical Botanists.

On the Psvchic Plane, however I am conversant with its great

powers, or virtues, to control and conqller the following
complaints:- Leprosy, Scaly Skin Diseases, a particular Poison

in the Blood, such as often follows Scarlatina

THE REMEDv:- This is not found in pills, tinctures, or decoctions;

but is found on the Psychic Plane. The cure is effected by the

sight of a symbol, and the utterance of a word.
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This is the sigil

#
of the Lichen.

The word for invocation is

BATH_RA_EL.

Let the person who may be suffering from a complaint

corresponding to one of those stated above, go into aroom alone.

Let him, or her fix his eyes on the sigil, and deliberately, and

sacredly utter the word BArH-RA-EL ten times, allowing about

one minute to lapse between each utterance. This should be

done between the hours of ten, and midnight. As to posture'

sit; or stand; or kneel; as you may feel disposed to act; or which

posture might be the most agreeable, for most convenient.
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THE MOSSES

Tulnp MAY BE AS MUCH BEAUTY IN

THE STRUCTURAL FORMATION OF THE

Mossrs, AS MAY BE RECocNizED

ABOUNDING iN OR AMONG, THE

LARGER MEMBERS OF THE VEGETABLE

KINGDoM. THEnp ARE BUT FEw 
-

COMPARATIVELY SPEAKING 
- 

\YHO

HAVE RECEIVED THE EDUCATION

NECESSARY FOR MINUTE, OR,

scientific observation; through the lack of which much of that
beauty, and, otherwise, captivating loveliness to them is lost;

but, beyond this, and what opposes progress in these Botanical
researches, ts apath)r or the lack of interest, on the part of the
public towards these studies.

i will give in this place, a few of those characteristics among

the Mosses, such as may be seen by an ordinary person without
scientific attainments. First of all, i rvould remark, that there

are some, in'hich are called Moss, which are more allied to the
Lichens. \7e have one which is calied Icetrand Moss, but which
is evidently a species of Lichen, and allied to the Liverwort.
This has medicinal properties which are well known, whose

decoctions are of value as a Pulmonary. There is an "lrish Moss,"
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which is not a true Moss. Both of these so called Mosses are

gelatinous. The true Moss is not. Secondly the true moss is always

green except when dried up; the Lichen is, invariably, more grey

than otherwise. Thirdly, Mosses are endowed with a kind of

stem, round which minute leaves are arranged, with admirable

regularity; at the same time, the stem is not woody. This is not

so with thel-ichen.
Although the true Moss be - so far as my knowledge extends

- void of medicinal properties' psychologically, it is capable of

producing marvels. I here give one instance: which is recorded

of Mungo Park,i the African traveller. "This enterprising

trarreiler during one of his journeys into the interior of Africa

was cruelly stripped, and robbed of all that he possessed, by

banditti." In this forlorn and almost helpless condition, he says,

"when the robbers had left me, I sat for some time, looking

around me in amazement and terror. Whichever way I turned

nothing appeared but danger, and difficulty. I found myself in

the midst of a vast wilderness, in the depth of the rainy season

- naked and alone - surrounded by savage anirnals, and by

men stitrl more savage. I was five hundred miles from any

European settlement. All these circumstances crowded at once

t I am indebted for this account to Wm' Carpenter M'D., F.R.S', work

on V egewble Physioiogy.
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upon my recollection, and i confess that my spirits began to fail
me. I considered *y fate as certain, and I had no alternative
but to lie down and perish. The influence of religion, however,

aided and supported me. I reflected that no human prudence,

or foresight cor-rld possibly have averted my present sufferings. I
was indeed a stranger, in a strange land, yet I was still under the
protection of that providence who has condescended to call
Himself the Stranger's Friend. At this moment, painful as my
reflections were, the extraordinary beauty of a small Moss,

irresistibiy caught my eye, and, though the plant was nor larger

than the top of one of my fingers, I could not contemplate the

delicate conformation of its roots, leaves, and fruit, without
admiration. Can that Being (thought I) who planted, watered,

and brought to perfection, in this obscure part of the world a
thing, which appears of so small importance, look with
unconcern upon the sufferings of creatures after His own image?

Surely not - Reflections like these would not allow me to
despair. I started up, and disregarding hunger, and fatigue,

travelled forward, assured that relief was at hand 
- 

and I was

not disappointed." I desire to make a very important remark
relative to this incident. In the first place, rhe courage of this
traveller had been completely subdued, he had become passive,

and in his weakness he made a discovery-a little Moss! The
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same kind as I am now presenting to my readers. Mungo Park

looked on it until admiration ended in love. He loved that bit
of Moss. He thus became in sympathy with the genius of the
Moss, and thus attracted to his aid a power surpassing that of
mortal! If any of my readers could but love as Mungo Park did,

he would find a helping hand in trouble. The little ones, have

angels, who behold the face of the Father.

The infirmities, for which the Moss - psychologically - is

an antidote, are Vagaries, False, or Delusive Visions;
Hallucinations of every kind; Despondency; Melancholy of every

cast; and Suicidal Proclivities.
Any one afflicted, with one or rnore of the above-named

evils, may find deliverance throughpsychological sympathy with
the Moss; under the following condili6nsl-
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This is the sigil of the Moss.

The word for invocation is

AR_RUT-EL.

Fix your eyes on the Sigii. If you can realize the Moss

itseld as well, do so. Look on this Sigil, or on the Moss,

(theliuingMoss), not a bit plucked up or detached from
its place, for a fuw minutes before speaking the word.

Then utter the word distinctly, and sacredly seven times;

allow a minute, hetween each word.
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THE FERNS (Filices)

Tupnp ARE sEVERAL spECrES oF Tr{E Fgnx

BUT ALL BELONG TO THE FLO\TERLESS

CLASS, WHOSE SCIENTIFIC NAME IS

CnyprocAMrA Ir rs A PLANT wHrcH

PROVES AT"TRACTIVE TO THE PEOPLE OF

THIS COUNTRY IN GENERAL; MORE

ESPECIALLY TO THOSE \(/HO ARE

ENDOWED WITH A MODICUM OF TASTE,

ACCOMPANIED WITH A LOVE OF NATURE,

LNDER HER MANY GUISES. WT-Ty IS THIS

so? I THINK IF THERE \rERE NOTHING

more attractive, than the outward arrangement of its leaves;

the formation and colour of its stem; or the odour arising from
its foliage 

-which 
may be considered by some more oppressive

than pleasing - even people of taste, education, md refinement,

could not find in so unpretentious a plant, so much to admire.

But here lies the grand secret: there is a play of forces - forces

which arise from, or through, the Fern, and which play on the
nerves of its admirers, even to fascination.

The nature of the aura which proceeds from the Fem is not
exciting, hence its action on the nerves of its lovers is non-

stimulative but rather a sedative, accompanied with a pleasant
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coolness, which tends to tone down the too excitable condition
of the brain. Hence it happens, that most excitable people, as a

rule, manifest the greater amount of admiration, and sympathy

for the Fern. This is the still voice of God in narure, which
speaks to all alike, yet only a few atrend to His teachings.

I cannot advise people of a cold, and melancholic
temperament, to pay rnuch attention to this cold and sombre

plant, further than as it may fall in with their studies, as its

remedial influence, would not prove of benefit ro them. In these

remarks I am simply alluding to Ferns in general l will, however,

now descend to particulars and ffeat of that species designated
generally.

!yALL FERN

THE CLASSIC NAME oF wHICH IS

PorypopluM THrs LirrLE pLANT MAy BE

READILY DISTINGUISHED FROM OTHER

SPECIES OF FERN, BY ITS SHORT UPRIGHT

LEAF-STALK, V/HICH SHOOTS UP FROM AN

HORIZONTAL STEM, WHICH STEM CREEPS

ALONG THE GROUND, ON, OR NEAR TLIE

SURFACE. THIS SPECIES MAY BE FOLTND ON
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old rnossy dikes; but more especially about the decayed stems of
old defunct oaks. The leaves are attractively arranged opposite

each other. The aura which I perceive emitting from this lovely

plant, is, deep green with a nimbus of golden surrounding like a

border. The phenomenon is captivatingl The Soul of the Wall

Fern is in sympathy with the human heart, that is: it is a heart

strengthener. It acts powerfully, yet not disturbingly, on the

arterial system, and rnore, or less beneficially on all chest

affections arising from weakness. Those residing in the country

where this species abounds, who may be suffering from weak

action of the heart, or Atrophy (general weakness with wasting)

would act wisely by visiting this little plant in its native state,

look intently at it for some time as your state, or condition,
permits; but do notmutilete the plnnt, or remove itfromits primitiorc

condition, for psychological purposes.

of the Sfelr Frnx (Polypodium) .

The word for invocation is Anu-sl

This is the sigil

?f
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The ritual to be observed is as follows:-Thke thy stand, afflicted
one, face toward the sun, or place of the sun, ten minutes before
noon, within doors, or out of doors. If too feebie to stand, sit, if
unable to sit, lie; but let thy face be toward the sun ar noon,
but be in your place ten minutes before noon. Then and there
repeat the following:-

Revolving earth, behold yon sun!

My wants are great, my God is one,

The stars are countless as they shine,

They say they'll cure those ills of mine.

Great Lord of Light-with awe I speak;

My heart does fail 
- 

I am so weak,

My star of hope, is in this word!

Anu-Er- 
- Anu-EL 

- 
my God! my Lord!

Observe. Go through this ritual till well.
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THE ADDER'S TONGUE.
(Ophioglossum)

THr, Runn oF THis sPECIES oF FERN,

IS OF A VERY DARK GREEN HUE, WITH

ATTNGE oF PURPLE. THr Psvcntcnl

PRoPERTIES OF THIS SPECIES OP FENN

ARE MARVELLOUS; BUT, FOR THE

PRESENT, MANY OF ITS PROPERTIES

ARE INVOLVED IN MUCH THAT IS

OBSCURE, AND MYSTICAL; \yHICH,

however, is destined, eventually to evolve into the light. I here

allude to what is not, as yet, been made known to me. I will in
the meantime give to the reading and studious public what has

been rnade known to me. The aura, or Psychic influence of this

plant, is antidotal to numerous baneful influences; influences,

given out by evil disposed men, with the intention of injuring
the ir fellow-men; which proceedings are designate d BlrckMagic .

There are men, and women, on this earth, at the present day;

who are guilty of murder, who, in the meanwhile, escape the

murderer's righteous doom. These go unpunished, because the

legislators of this, and other countries, ignore the truth of all

such allegations as I am making; consequently such characters

may safely go on in their diabolical work. But, thanks to God,
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and His angelic hosts, the dark ones have it not all their own
way. As there are those who have the power to curse; so there

are a few who have the power to bless. These blessings are no
slrams.

Every radical complaint has its seat in the soul. It is here that
the primal germ of everv complaint is deposited; it is here it
develops its true characteristics, in and through the bodily
functions, by which the nature of tl-re disease is determined.

Evil influences from persons with evil intent develop through

that organ called the spleen. In this way that grand reservoir of
life force becomes poisoned, and the free action of this organ

becomes impeded. This condition of the spleen, makes the
afflicted one conscious of sensations, not hitherto having
experienced. The sufferer finds himself less energetic, his

accustomed cheerfuiness subsides, a general torpor pervades him;
his usual interest he took in the matters of daily life, gives place

to listless apathy. Life becomes a burden. His medical attendant
seeks, but seeks in vain, for the cause. Death ensues.

I find I had not stated in the Psychlc Mirror, clearly, how the

Adder's Tongue was to be applied; I shall now make all cleaq

and that to my readers' advantage.
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This is the sigil

?g
of the Adder's Tongue.

The word for invocation is

VI_VOO_EL.

Thke your stand with face to the east, and right hand pointing

heavenward about the hour of sunrise. Repeat this invocation

slowly three times over.

The Inqtocation

Great Light of light! dispeller of my gloom!

Giver of [ife, and emptier of the tomb,

My night is past! the dawn I see quite well,

'Tis day! 'tis day! my mighty vt-voG-EL.
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MARES-TAIL (Hippwis)

Boors DEVoTED To Mr,orcer,
BoraNy, crvE BUT LrrrLE
INFORMATION AS TO THE MEDICINAL

PRoPERTTES oFTHrs PLANT. TuEy uay
BE FOUND GROWING PLENTIFULLY IN,

OR NEAR STAGNANT POOL,S, AND, IN

MARSHY, OR S\rAMPY PLACES IN THIS

LAND. Tupng ARE, Ho\uEVER, CHEAP

BCOKS IN THE MARKET, DEVOTED TO

DEscRrprrvE BoraNY, I coNSTDER rr
needless, I shoutd waste time, and occupy space, on such a line
when the same might be purchased at a bookstall. I shall confine
myself to what cannot be purchased otherwise than by reading

my revelations. This is my mission to impart.

On the soul plane,Hippuns appea(s far more beautiful, than
it does in its present uninviting form of earthly guise; but such

may be truly said of every plant, save this, that the disparity

between the two states appear greater 
- 

as in the present

instance 
- than with others. In the present instance the vision

I have of the Psychic Hippuris is as follows:- Its hue is that of a

much lighter, and much brighter green than that of its present

aspect, more especially is this so just about the stem, more so
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than the Leaves, or whirl whlch surround the stem. An aura

surrounds the r.vhole plant - nimbus-like - of a deep dark
purple; a colour which impresses one with the idea that some

mystical properties abound in the sphere of the Mares-tail.
Medical Botanists affirm this plant to be a weak astringenr; at
the same time they consider it inferior to other, and safer,

rernedies. I am prepared to admit this to a certain extent. In the
meantime, I feel convinced that this plant - psychically -
may be applied to uses which no other plant may serve. One of
these uses, I dare to menrion: an Anti-far. The undue deposit of
fat in the human, is a disease; the absorbents do not perform
their ..rrc,rk efficiently; hence, the secretion of fatty matter is
the spontaneous consequence. Fat, in my view, is a species of
dross, a kind of waste matter, and a burden to the mortal who
has to carry it. I arn here alluding t. the unnecessary fat. I write
on this subject feelingly frompersonal experience, and, although
I may not compare with thousands suffering from obesity; at
the same time I know rather more of this complaint than is
agreeable.*

it will be seen, that when this appeared for the first time in
the PsychicMirror,l had nor got the sigils of those plants, which
are alluded to, I had not at that period advanced far enough; it

t I am greatly reduced since that rime
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is true, I had parrially, and to a very limited exrenr developed;
hence it is that while I got the sigils of a few plants and rrees,

there were several of the Cryptogunla class as well as a few of
others i had not attained to. I am at present in a condition to be

able to procure the sigil, or symbol, of each plant or tree whose
character I may seek to give. I gave advice as to how to procure
the virtues of the Mares-Thil but the advice rhen given, fell far
short of being satisfactory. There i.s no advice complete, apart
from the sigil. In order to cross a river, from one side to the
other, you must have a boat or a bridge. The sigil is that bridge
by which you may come in touch with the virtues of the plant
or tree.

The soul of the afflicted one suffers sympathetically with
the bodily infirmity, in that ir was the soul which suffered first,
and from its psychic state that suffering penetrated, and
perrneated, the physical body. As before stated, the plant called
Mares-Tail is the cure for obesity; seeing such a provision is

made, through this plant, what may be that special power,
property, or virtue, exercised by the genius of this plant? The
answer is, that of counteracring interceptional obstacles, and

thus producing a regulated currency, in, and through, every duct,
capillary, or channel, which may permeare the whole of the
human system. But to do this work effectively the sigil must be
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discovered by me, and recorded for your inspection; accompanied

by the invocative word.

This is the sigil

of the Mares-Thil.

The word for invocation is

EL_NE_RAH.

Repeat this word over four times between the hours of 9:00 and

11:00 at night; with both hands down by your side, and eyes

directed to the ground. On the Physical Plane, plants have their
names, and these names are founded on some peculiarity
characteristically of that class to which these plants belong.

Hence the name is intended to convey to the mind of the student

a correct idea respecting some of those leading characteristics

by which that particular plant might be distinguished from
thousands of others. Even so, each plant on the Psychic Plane
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has a name, not, however, assigned capriciously by me, but, a
name, that is the true and all-comprehensive one. This name is

a word, and this word is the word of the Absolute, the one
Universal Fatherl Ttre \Uord of God is not confined to a book.

Our Father's Big Book is Nature. His Word exists in every Herb,
Plant and Tree.

THE ASH TREE (Fraxinus)

TuIs TREE IS SAID To BE A MEMBER oF

TIIE OLIVE TRIBE. MaNy VIRTUES ARE

ASCRIBED TO THIS TREE BY MEDICAL

BornNrsrs; AND AMoNG orHERS, IT IS

SAID TO BE AN AXTTBTUOUS MEDICINE;

FOR \yHICH PURPOSE THE PO\TDERED

RARK iS USED, AND rN DECOCTION. Ir
ACTS ON THE LIVER BENEFICIALLY.

VrpwEn FRoM THE PsYCHic PLANE;

this tree has a purple, or deep plum colour, which grows darker

towards the ends of the branches. The lower part of the stem is

a beautiful mauve. Such is the Ash Tlee as beheld by me on the

soul-plane. There is one very marked peculiarity connected with
this phenomenal display: the branches end, in what resembles

a very dark fog; by which I learn, that the leaves, and outermost
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branches, even, in its earthly garb, possess subtle properties;

not to be found in the bark, or the lower part of the stem. It is a

well-known fact, as recognized by those living in rural districts,

that rain droppings falling from the leaves of the Ash Tree kills

all vegetation which may aspire to live beneath its shades. I

here approach the main subject, to which every observation is,

or should be, subservient, which is, the healing properties' on

the Psychologic Plane: Acute Pain in the Chest, or affections

of the Bronchia - the result of obstruction. Let the sufferer

direct his, or her thoughts to the stem of the Ash Tree. But by

way of rendering further assistance to the afflicted one, r,vho

may be seeking the remedy; I here give the sigil, or symbol of

the Ash Ti'ee, which expresses the mystical powers, properties,

or virtues, of the tree.

This is the sigil of the Ash Tiee.

The word for invocation is

HOO-MEL
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You imbibe, by faith, the aura, drink in by your inspirational
desires this Divine Remedy. This remedy promotes the various

secretions that may be obstructing, in this way this remedial
agency aids nature, by carrying away various impurities. Beyond

allthis, the leaves and outermost branches, contains a safe, and

sure remedy for Tumours, Abscesses, and all Chronic
Excrescences of the Skin. When such a trearment is required,

direct your thoughts, as intently as possible, to the green leaves,

in yow mind,; but as it may not be possible to see an Ash Tlee
where you may chance be situated, therefore, in the absence of
the tree, you may c.ontemplare this symbol, which is the key

that unlocks the door, which opens, and admits you into those

mysteries which may help you, in the absence of your knowledge
of the why's and wherefore's.

But, additional to all this, I have hitherto said; I hold in my
grasp a cELESTIAL EXnRESSToN, a silent one. The symbol is an
expression, and is far touder than any vocalised one; for the
organ of human speech is incapable of uttering, what this symbol

utters. But this word celestial, embodies the forces you need,

and, which at the time, places an instrument in your reach, by

use of u'hich you may command the needful forces, and they
will forthwith come and obey you. But, some one will here reply:

What! Am I asked to use a word, whose meaning is hidden
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from mel My answer to thy question is:-If thou rejectest all but

what thy intellect may be able to grasp, and subsequently hold,

and retain; then, I must confess, thy sphere is a narrow one, thy
prospects cheerless, and thou art poor indeed; but, if thou

insistest on an explanation, I have none to give, beyond what

has already been given.

I need not reiterate my former injunctions, with respect to

that reverential mood of mind to be observed in the use of the

\7ord here given. You may use it as often as prompted, until the

benefit you are anticipating be a realized fact. Choose for yourself

the most convenient time. In all cases, have the sigil before

your eyes, and, what with the contemplation of what you are

looking on, conjoined with the word utterance, you will in a
short time realize wonders.
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BROOK-LIME (Veronica-

Beccalinga)

Tue popuLAR NAME oF THrs pLANT

IS BROOK-LIME. BETNC A PLANT SO

GENERALLY KNO!yN, BY THOSE \yHO

RESIDE IN RURAL DISTRICTS; I

CONSIDER MANY'SrORDS, BY WAY OF

DESCRIPTION, UNNECESSARY

BEYOND THIS: IT IS A SUCCULENT

LITTLE PLANT WHiCH GROWS

plentifully by watercourses in secluded, or shady places, and is,

generally, a companion of that well-known, and highly valued
plant the IrATERCRESS. Medical Botanists hold up this plant as

an antiscrobutic, and biood purifieE hence a remedy forJaundice,

and all Kidney Complaints. But in all its applications, the green

plant, or its juice, should be used.

Such is a brief outline of the virrues of this little plant, in its
material form on this earth plane. My work, howeveq is on the
other side of nature. Meantime, I do not ignore the natural
properties of this plant, bv referring ro that which surpasses the
natural, viz.: the supernatwal. I simply open another dooq leading

out of the seen into the unseen, out of body into soul. My mission
is not to diminish, but to enhance the virrues of the plants and
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trees which come under my observation. I shall therefore look

into this little plant very minutely, and that from a psychic point
of view. What I see is a light green mist surrounding the plant,

extending but a few inches beyond, or above it, holding the

shape of the plant in all its conformations.

Its Antedotal,Virtues

The parts of the body for which the psychic plant is in direct

sympathy are the Spinal Chord, and Lower Brain, also the nerves

of nutrition generally. Anyone afflicted with Spinal lrritation;
Restlessness; Sleeplessness; accompanied with a dead ache in
the head; apply the remedy by thinking intently on the plant;

and, go over the Invocative term, iooking intently, and

steadfastly, on the symbol as given below.
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This is the sigil

of the Brook Lime.

The word for invocation is

ATH_RU-EL.

Go through this ritual, when you may feel the need

of help Divine, and that as often, as you may feel
prompted.

There are but few, I rhink, that will fail to
comprehend enough of these teachings, so as to derive

the needed benefit, ease, and comfortable rest; as the
remedy is not reluctantly given, but is waiting on your
receptivity.
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THE LILAC (The Oliue Tribe)

BoTH THE ASH, AND THE LILAC

BELoNc ro rHE Or-tvr TRtnr,
NOT\fITHSTANDING THE GREAT

DISSIMILARITY IN THEIR OUTER

CONFORMATION AS SEEN BY THE

UNSCIENTIFIC OBSERVER.

The Lilac is a shrub familiar to nearly every person - not blind,

and who may have attained his, or her majority, and being in
full possession of, but the ordinary faculties requisite for

observation. The fragrance of the bloom is sweet. I have much

to say of this plant - psychically - notwithstanding the silence

of the Medical Botanists, as to the virtues of the Lilac on the

soul plane. In the first place, I have discovered the one, and

most prominent complaint to which this plant applies,

syrnpathetically, from its psychic plane of existence, is a certain

affection of the heart, where the action is too quick, and, in the

meantime, too feeble. Such a case came under my observation

sorne time back. The person in question had been afflicted with
this complaint for several years - of{ and on - but, more

especially, when the subject of undue excitement, or worry.

Recently the complaint had become considerably worse. I felt

sorry for the sufferer and being pressed for a remedy I directed
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my thoughts to the soul world, rhis being my final resource. At
once the Liiac came ro view. I applied a leaf from the psychic

tree, and strange 
- 

yes, wonderful to relate 
- the heart became

calm, the oppressive, feelings departed, and refreshing sleep

followed. I am able to affirm the old distressing sensarions have
not returned.

What I have here srated is a fact, I relate this in ordinary
language; there being no attempt, on my part, to mystify in the
least. Yet such is the aparhy of people generally, and even of
sufferers themselves, by way of adopting such measures as I am
here recommending thar I am disposed to despair of finding but
few, out of all my readers, who will accept of my gratuitous advice

as to this celestial remedy; it being otherrvise more probable,

that, like the Syrian General, when advised by the Prophet to
submerge hls body seven times in Jordan in order he might be

cured of his Leprosy; \ /ent away in a rage; and whyl Simply that
the remedy was not encumbered sufficiently with what should
have been an imposing ritual.

The soul aura of the Lilac is a strengthener and sustainer of
the life principle in the human body. This aura is of a lusffous

golden hue. There is a word allied ro the psychic porencies,

connected with the Lilac.
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The word for invocation is

EPH-LE-HI-MAH

This word is an invocation of a mysterious but powerful

nature. You wiil doubtless recognize in these characteristics, a

striking resemblance, to one especial phrase connected with
the pathological displays given by Jesus on more than one

occasion. lfhen unfolding the cryptic envelope, wherein was

enclosed His Divine power, He made use of a luoRD. A word
which the onlooking multitude could hear, but which none of
his listeners could irrterpret. \When opening the ears of the deaf

man FIe called aloud, yes, aloud, I know it was not a whisper:

EpupuxrHa. When raising the dead daughter of Jarius the Lord
uttered forth that sublime word; TnlrrnR cuMr. Vy'riters have

pretended to furnish us with the interprerarions of these words;

but these interpretations are but guesswork. I)o you suppose our
Lord would have irnposed a word on his nearest, and dearest

friends which they could nor understand, if He could otherwise
have expressecl himselfi No. But He had a force yes a god to
awakel to call forth an embodiment of a force necessary to give

to those closed ears rhe capacity of hearing. The word which

Jesus uttered bore some, resemblance to that word He uttered,
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when universal chaos vibrated with a new astonishment, when
He spoke, and it was done; F{e commanded, and it stood fast.

This word was not addressed to man. It was to secret, hence too
sacred for man ro understand. \Uhat I am here propounding is
that there is a special word connecting itself with Nature's
Divine Virtues, which when utrered awakes those forces into
life and motion. The psychic dynamical word for the Lilac is
EIH-LE-Hr-MAH. I divide the word into its literal syllabic form,
for the purpose of distincrness of expression. Heart affections
are very prevalent in these Cays of high pressure, in all business

vocations; such being the recognized order of the day.

As an antidote, I present you with the psychologic virtues
of the Lilac, including a few necessary remarks by way of
instruction.

1. Banish from your mind all existing prejudices; forget for
a while 

- 
at least - the old hackneyed word

"superstition"; and, for awhile, ignore your scientifical
superiority, and crotchety foibles.

7. Select a time during the twenty four hours when you

may calculate on having quiet, and, of being quiet.

3. Discharge from your thoughts the business matters of
the day.
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4. Direct your thoughts to the Lilac-bloom or branch.

Repeat the word six tirnes and look on the syrnbol.

This is the sigil

of the I-ilac.

The i,vord for invocation is

EPH-LE-HI_MAI_T.
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DEVILS BIT (Scabiosa Succisa)

TuIs LITTLE HERB GRo\TS PRoFUSELY

AND PLENTIFULLY IN OLD PASTURES,

IN ALL PARTS oF THIS CoUNTRY. THT

FLOWER IS OF A DULL BLUE SHADE,

HARD, AND RouNo. Tup srEM rs

HARD AND TOUGII, GROWING FROM

oNE To r\uo FEET HrGH. THE noor
is fibrous, and, appears as if one part had been rec.ently bitten
off, by some animal. Hence the comic tradition, that the reputed

enemy of mankind, knowing of the valuable properties of this
plant, enviously blt ofr a portion of the roor.

From what is here related, you may infer that this plant musr

be endowed with strange potencies.

The psychic virtues of this notorious herb, differ widely from
those given in its earthtry dwelling, by the Naturalists. There
are few points alike between the two states, or in harmony. For

as it is with the human personality who differs, considerably, on
the other side to what he appeared to be on this earth side of
life. Even so is it with vegetables. Some very humble plants,

like the one in question, has a far lovelier foliage, and a more

attractive bloom on the soul plane than it has ar present. This
plant is much larger, more highly developed, and its colours
more variegated.
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In the meantime, u'hat I see in respect of appearances is of

blrt secondary value, but what may be the pathological properties

of this plant is of the greatest importance to mankind. This

plant, like several others of the vegetable tribes, is one of many

virtues, virtues far more numerous than the Botanists of the

past ever surrnised, or dreaured of. The virtues I am alluding to,

are the psychical, and not the physical; hence the practical use,

or application of those virtues are effected in one and the same

way as in all other herbs, plants or trees.

These applications may be effected by proxy. You may heal,

or restore another, for whom you sympathise, and that without

the knowledge of the individual, or the exercise of the will of

the af'flicted one.

I rvill here point out, one other terrible affliction fbr which

this plant, if rightly applied, is the antidote. It is what I designate,

a soui biight; the result of psychic parasitesl

But, as further dilations would involve what would be

imprudent to make known in any publication, I shall here close

the suL,ject.
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This is the sigil

of the Devil's Bit.

The word for invocation is

MO_RU.

THE OAK (Quercus Robur)

As ruts rREE IS oF EVERv NATroN, oF EVERv

CLIME AND OF EVERY AGE, THE TREE OF

RENOWN; I SHALL TREAT OF EVERY

PARTiCULAR CONNECTED \yITH THE OAK
ELABORATELY, AND EXTENSIVEI-Y. IN DOING

JUSTTCE TO THIS GREAT TREE, I SUall
confine my remarks, and observations, within the bounds, or
limitations, of authentic literature. To accomplish this object, I
shall give the radical name of this tree by which it was known
at the infancy of history and as described in the most venerable
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records of a hoary antiquity. In the Hebrew Bible this tree is
designated Ashel. The root of this name is supposed to be

Gashel. The Hebreu' letter Ash, or AS, conveys the idea of
light, or fire; not ordinary iight or ordinary fire; but, that primal

light, and first of fires, that ever burned, before the light of day,

or darvn of time. The letter EL, or AL, ever alludes to those

prirnal powers, or celestiai intelligences, whose residence is the

entire amL,ient: that region in which revolve the sun, and moon,

and all the host of heaven. The EL stands for what, in the

Hebrew tonglre, signifies the gods, thus when the two letters

are joined 
- 

Asrr-EL, whose literatr translation into English

would be the god-fire, or god-light, as the letter Ash would bear

eitlier the lighr signification, or the fire interpretation; but the

latter appears the more correct. Such being the radical idea

which the name of this tree conveys in the Hebrew language.

There is another idea which is appiicable to the Oak, but in the

meantime, is to be taken only in a secondary sense, that is
Defender, or N4ediator. \We are consequently naturally led to
conclude with the question that finding the Hebrew language

attaches such an idea tc-r the Oak; is there any authentic records

of the Hebrew nation giving to the Oak divine honours? Yes,

verily, we have such a record in no less an authority than the

Hebrew Bible. tr shall point out, by way of reference, a few
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passages having a direct bearing on this subject. In the 21st

chapter of Genesis, it is thus recorded: "And Abraham planted
a grove in Beer-sheba, and called there on the Lord, the
everlasting God." This grove consisted of Oak exclusively, and

was not a mixed class of trees on the fashion of the rnodern

parks which are to please the eye. This grove could not have

been for the luxury of salubrious shade, as the young plants could

not have attained such dimensions in the lifetime of the
patriarch. In the 31st chapter of the lst Samuel we have an

account of the bones of Saul and his sons being buried under an

Oak, in Jabesh-Gilead, a{ter being cremated. But the Bible
student will be familiar with other passages of a like order, giving

unmistakable proofs of the Oak being regarded as a sacred tree

in the earliest ages or times of Hebrew history. Addltional to

the sacred records, i r,vill refer you to what is designated, by way

of distinction, profane history. Here we have an account of
Romulus opening a famous Asylum between two groves of Oak.

In the early days of Greece we learn of the famous oracle of

Jupiter, at the Oaks of Dodana. Among both Greeks and Romans

we find the Oak set apart as sacred to Jupiter. But it was in
Britain where Oak was pre-eminently adored in the far past, by

our forefathers, the ancient Britons, as related in their feasts

and festivals. More especially the grand annual festival which
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answers ro our Christmas-tide, and from which our Christmas

has been borrowed. As Jupiter, who owns this tree, is said to be

the father of the gods, even so is the Oak, the king among

trees. The Oak being the tree of Jupiter could not be otherwise

than sacred in the estimation of the devotional Briton. Nor is
that reverence yet extinct; no, it is not altogether a thing
belonging to a mythic past, as, to my knou'ledge, there are a

few in this country, at this day, who pay rnore than ordinary

reverence to this tree of millenniums! We are led to suppose,

by the Ministers and Priests of Modern Christianity that the

reverence which the Dn-rids, among the Britons paid the Oak,

was idolatrv. If they were idolaters then are the Ministers and

Priests of a rneaningless ritual idolaters.

Why that reverence for a building rnade with hands? Why
thosc attitudinal changes, or genuflections, in the presence of
decorative art, or ephemeral ornamentation? If these deserve

being catrled sacred;how much more sacred those sombre shades,

afTorded by those an-rple bows of this father, and king of the

forest trees. The Oak, as already stated, is the tree of Jupiter.

Jupiter as estimated by Astrologers is the iargest and greatest

benefit of ail the plants in the Solar System. In the meantime,

Jupiter, as regarded by sages of Prehistoric times, Jupiter was

the King of Space, and Director of the Forces of Nature. Jupiter
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was the representative of the one rrue God in the classic history
of the Greeks and the early Roman Ag".Thus we find the one
grand festival of the Druids r,vas celebrated at the time of the
Winter Solstice; that is when the sun, by apparent motion enters

Capricorn. When the sap of trees begin to ascend. It is here we
find the Christian Fathers, in order to reconcile the supposed

heathen to the new religion, turned this festival to be the
commemoration of another sun; the "Sun of Righteousness."

Everything belonging ro the Oak was held sacred. Hence
the Mistletoe rhar grew on the Oak was held in the highest
veneration by the Druids on the day the sun entered
Capricomus, or rather when it came to that point designated

the Winter Solstice, when a grand procession was formed. The
Druid priest, in his white robes, went into the forest in search

of the Divine Mistletoe that grew on the Oak, when this was

discovered a white sheet was spread beneath the tree. The priest

mounting the tree, and with a golden sickle cut off the mystic
"Branch," and let it fall into the linen sheet. General rejoicing
now began. A young bull was tied and offered a sacrifice to the
new born sun.

This was the festival of the Druids, which subsequently was

termed Christmastide. This festival had been celebrated
thousands of years before the birth of Jesus the Christ.
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I would here ask the question; is there at this day any special

Psychological power in the Oak?lt iies within the limits of my
prrivileges to answer this question in the affirmarive. Yes, this is
the Psychic cause of Briton's ascendency over the nations of
the earth in the past. Britishers! You are not alive ro this occult
fact. The Oak is that sacredTalismut The Oak is the living
Talisman which accounts for the superiority of this country.
Please note the following: At the time when our Oaks were

abundantly scattered over this land, Britain, as a nation, stood

alone. Not onlir as Mistress of the Seas, but Master of the \Uorld!
Flatter not yourselves with the fabricated chirnera that England's

wealth makes her greater today than she was cenruries ago. Verily
as Engiand has increased in money she has decreased in veritable
manhood. Why is this so? Answer: her counrry is despoiled of
her Oaks. The fathrer of trees is cut down, and their ancient site
htas not been replenished with young ones. Since those days

when avarice usurped the domain of venerarion; when England
began to exterminate her spacious Oak foresrs; from those days

date her decline. Think of these remarks as you may; look on
them in what light you choose. Call all I have wrirren but a
tissue of superstition the facts are there all the same. I find one
satisfaction amid our iconoclastic race: in the parks of our old
nobility the grand old Oak may yer be seen in his primal
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greatness. F{ence the venerators of the Oak have the Lrlessing

of the Oak, for as aTalisman its virtues are given to its preservers.

The HealingPower of the Oak

The strengthening influence of what this tree is capable of
afTording the prr:strate invalid is great. The following complaints

are among those for which it is specially applicable: prostration

after long illness; a sensation of an all-gone feeling; a giving up

of all, and everything, great timidity; and a constant dread of
death. For each and all of these complaints the Oak is the

rernedy. The aura of this tree is deep golden. It very much

resembles the aura which belongs to the sun; hence the

applicability of its primal name, the fire of the gods.l The solar

influence of the Oak transmitted directly to a mortal in the

body would be too positive, and would bring to bear on the

organic structure more life force than that organism could

endure, rn'hich implies sudden death to the subject of that
infh.rence.

It thus happens that the cause of sudden death is not for

lack of life force, but the lack of an instrument capable of holding

that force. It is therefore, in most instances, that lnore attention
should be paid to the repairing of deranged or damaged tissues,

and the removal of obstructives, than to the augmentation of
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the life ftirces. lUhy is it that sudden death is very often the

sequel to a state of exciternent? it is - in part at least 
- 

when

the bodily organism is excited there is extra friction, friction
beyond that ordinary friction which natLlre requires, and, as

the ordinary life currents are kept in motion by friction, so that

when rnore than the amount of ordinary friction is produced, a

more than urdinary life current is stimulated into activity. Thus

the strain becclmes too great for the organs to endure and sudden

death is the result. But God, in his providence, has so far adjusted

natural laws, that those positive forces in nature should pass

through a n"eclium before being taken Lrp or imbibed by the

human organism, by which arrangement the force is modified

and prepared for those purposes in nature as may be required.

The Oak is a medium for a special solar ray, u'hich being

mingled with odrer elernental essences, is capable of imparting

to the rnan'"vho may l-rave the requisite wisdom, new life and

renewed vigour. The invocative lvord beionging to the ritual
for the Oak is DUIr-ARCHUA, w'hich should be repeated seqten

tirnes, slowly and reverentiatrly, with face to the North.
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This is the sigil

of the Oak.

The word for invocation is

I)UW_ARCHUA

Tur SoNc op rsE Oar

The forests and fountains, the shad,v Alcove,
Are said to be under the ruling of Jove.
This Lord of the spaces is said to control,
The fire celestial, that realm of the soull

[n the kingdoms of nature, among Jove's decrees
I find it recorded, his favourite of trees
Is the one 'nearh which to the Druids, he spoke,
That King of the forest, the Noble Old Oak.
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Thou Ashel of Hebrew! thou Druse of the Greeks!
The Derw of Britain! thy power yet speaks;

Through a son,'t of Brave Briton this caution is given
Spare the brave Oak - 'tis a favourite of heaven.

THE BUTTERCUP (Ranunculus)

WHv THIS PLANT SHoULD BE CALLED

Cnowroor rs ro ME AzTJZZLE; AS THE

NAIV{E RIGHTLY INTERPRETED TS FROG-

FOOT, HOWEVER, WHAT IS WRITTEN,

IS \TRITTEN; AS IT IS BY THIS NAME OF

Cnowpoor rHrs pLANT rs Now
RECOGNISED. I THEREFORE SUBMIT TO

AUTHORISED CUSTOVI. THE COMMON

MEADOIr CNOWPOOT FORMS THE

SUBJECT OF TFIIS FIRST CHAPTER IN

THE NE\y SERIES. i:f IS NOT NECESSARY

I should give a description of this plant, seeing it is one so familiar
t. all who may have wandered occasionally through the fragrant
pasture lands of this country in the summer months. The
children of rural districts are familiar admirers of the Buttercup.

f Charubel
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As I see this plant in my psychic condition, and from a soul
point of view, it has a puryle stem and yellow flower. The flower
has three rows of petals. The centre conrains a deep red Pisnl,
broad at the base, but tapers ro a point ar the top. Such then is

the interior beauties of the littie Buttercup, beauties are these

which never fadel

But it is not necessary all who read these words should see as

I see, any more, than that the many thousands of scientific facts

should be realised by the rnultitude, individually; by the tardy
process of primai experimentation, in order to derive from this
and other plants their occult properties; or otherwise to transmit
to others those properties, providing the one you desire to benefit
be known to you.

The Crowfoot tribe are all more or less poisonous, they
abound with an acrid j'ice rvhich is dangerous, lrrore especially
the BurrsRCUp. This pla't has been knorvn ro cause dangerors
ulcers to develop on the hands, from having handled them too
freely, hence, such plants, however fascinating dreir flower might
be, should not be handled too caressingly. On the soul plane
the Buttercup is yet even rnore poisonous. Although with this
difference: you cannor on rhe soul plane give the patienr rhis
poison; hence if a person \,vere to desire to injure another with
the psychic poison, it would have no other effect than this; it
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would take from the person an evil, to which it may be in
sympathy, and this would disarm the person of a certain virus,

by which it would prove a blessing and not a curse. Hence the

laws on which all power connected with Psychic Botany, are in
direct opposition to the principles and practices of BlackMagic,

Yes, for the connecting a person to a pois,cnous plant, does not

poison the individual thereby, instead you take from that person

the poison abounding in his nature to which the poisonous plant

may be in sympathy. And frirther, an evil disposed person cannot

take an active part in these operations without receiving a

personal good, arrd by such a practice finally become a better

man. Seeing the Buttercup has such properties on the soul plane,

what are those evils which this little plant is capable of healing?

Those who are addicted to weeping, from no other cause than a

consciousness of an undefinable gloom, a species of melancholia,

a looking back, a longing for gone by scenes, an old home;

departed friends; vanished pictures of hopeful days; anticipations

unrealised; suicidal tendencies. There is one other physical evil

for which this little plant is a psychopathic remedy: great heat

in the face and forehead, and inflamed eyes.
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This is the sigil

of the Buttercup.

The word for invocation is

RO_VAM_HAI.

The person in need of the remedy must repear the word

eight times slowly.

These truths to me have long been given

By sages on earth, whose lives are in heaven.

These teachings of Nature I give here to you

Is wisdom celestial, received by the few.
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THE \7lLD ANEMONE (Ranunculac.)

TuIs LITTLE PLANT GROWS ON DRY DITCH

BANKS NEAR TREES OR WOODED PLACES. IT

FREQUENTLY INVADES THE PASTURE LAND

WHICH MAY LIE IN PROXIMITY, \YITH, OR

NEAR rrs cRrcrNAL srruATtox. Ir IS oF Lo\y

and slender growth, rising not more than from three to six inches

above the ground, and bears a white, blue, or purple flower. Its

leaves spread near the ground, and where they exist, there no

grass can gro\,v, they thus become a pest to the agriculturist.

The flowers do not long remain, after the flower is left behind a

small tuft of feathery tails, or oval woolly heads in place of the

clusters of grains which are found in the Ranunculus. These

tails are the .sryles of the Carpel, grown large and hairy, and

these serve as wings, by which the seed is carried by the wind to

distar-rt places, where they alight, germinate, and grow. In this

way large tracts of pasture land is rendered unproductive.

The \7nc ANEtr,toNr flowers torvards the end of April, and

the whole of the month of May. The leafy part of this plant,

with its stem, is frequently a beautiful purple. The shape of the

leaf bears a striking resemblance to the MEano!il CRowFoor.

Not so the flower.
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THE PSYCHIC ANEMONE
Tus cor-ouR AND FoRMATToN oF

THIS PLANT, AS IT APPEARS TO ME ON

THE SOUL PLANE, IS THE FOLLO\YING:

THE noor AND LolrER srEM ts Bloon
RED. TIIE BRANCHES, AS THEY

ASCEND, ARE DEEP PURPLE AT FIRST,

BUT GRADUALLY THEY DEVELOP INTO

BLUE, AND FINALLY, THE LEAVES

develop into deep green. The flowers are not open as on the
earth plane, but assume a globular shape as if wrapped up in
Perianthine folds, and that so closely as to be scarcely
distinguishable, so that outwardly there appears to be more nor
less than a globular protuberance. Plants having such
characteristics on the soul plane are capable of numerous

transformations and enlargements under tl're hands of a scientific
florist, or horticulturist, on the physical plane. For however much

the florist, or gardener, may pride himself on his skill, in the
production of varieties from a given species; there are limitations,
beyond which no human skill will ever pass. The potenrialiries

of a given species are all treasured up in the psychic germ, and

it is only to the degrees of such potencies the artist may change,

transform, or enlarge, but no further.
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I now come to a more important part of Psychic Botany,

that each plant possesses special characteristics, which are allied

not only to certain complaints, but to sex, age, and temperament.

This phase of the subject has not been previously noticed, simply

that the full, or more complete knowledge of these matters had

not been attained to. The \7i1d Anemone, like others of the

Crowfoot family, is poisonous; and is negative to the complaints

for which it is the cure. This plant is in sympathy with that evil
which produces valvular affections of the heart; gouty pains in
various parts; hemicrania accompanied with great heat in the
left cheek and temples; a flow of hot tears from the left eye; and

inflamed kidneys. It is to the female sex this plant applies, and

more especially to those of dark complexion, and between the
age of twenty-five and forty. It answers the male sex, only in a

less degree.

of the Anemone.

This is the sigi

@
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THE CLEMATIS (Crowfoot
Family)

THrs PLANT rs KNolrN rN THrs

COUNTRY BY THE NAMES OF

TnevqrrsR's Joy aNn VlRciN's
Bowgn. Tup LATTER BEiNG A
SPECIES CULTIVATED IN GARDENS.

BuT, AS BoTH THE wILD SPECIES

AND THE CULIIVAIED ONE POSSESS

THE SAME PSYCHIC rnOerRtltS, I
NEED NOT MAKE ANY FURTHER

REMARKS ON CHARACTERISTICAL

differences which might further be traced, and which after all,
would prove but unimportant. Every variety of Clematis are of
the genus of climbing plants. There are but few points of
resemblance in this plant to the Crowfoot tribe.

The ClEuAls is, I believe, the only plant of the order of
Ranunculne having woody stems. It is a plant that will attach its
tendrils to any thing, by way of support, and may be trained to
any shape you choose. The flowers are deep purple; nor do they
bloom till the end of summer, they then exhibit their beauries,

when the earlier summer flowers are faded.
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This ptai-rt is, in appearance, the same on the psychic plane

as it is on the physical, frorn whlch I conclude it has attained its

full state of development. I am therefore inclined to consider

the ClrunrtS, either in its wild state, or urrder cultivation, as

not capable of further changes through cultivation. It appears

to be the c.onsttmmation of an order of floral development.

The classifications we have on the outer plane are very

superficial. At the same time it is well our Scientific Botanists

have done r,vhat they have, it has proved of great service to

mankind in the different departments of life, more especially in

the culinary and medical clepartments. It is invariably the natural

tenclencies and habits of plants that determine their
classification on the soul plane; much the same as it may be

with the soul of a being of a higher organization. I notice in the

next place the class of diseases for which the Clematis has a

pathological sympathy: An inflamed groin; intense pains in the

legs and thighs. Acrid virus in the blood' it is of value in all

cases where germinal scrofula may be suspected, as lying dormant

in various parts of the system. For, although it be not able to

combat scrofula in its more developed forms, it has, under all

conditions, the property of nullifying it in its incipient stages.

It is better adapted in these complaints in the male sex, than

the opposite; and that from the age of 30 to 50, more especially
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men of bilious temperament; dark, or swarthy complexion, and
of square build.

The word for invocation is

ZA_RA.

This word should be repeated seven times, in a reverential state

of mind. The best time for this ritual is any time between rhe
hour of sunset and rnidnight. Make the plant negative ro rhe

disease 
- the Scapegoat to carry all away.

This is the sigil

l-,
,/

C
of the Clematis.
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THE MONK'S HOOD
(Crowfoot Tribe)

THp MoNr's HooD rs rHE Mosr

POISONOUS OF THE CNOWPOOT

FAMILY. ir rs sRro ro BE FoUND wtLD

IN THIS coLiNTRY, eur I Do Nor HoLD

THIS To BE TRUE. FoR, RLtuoucH IT

MAY BE FOUND IN A LOCALITY FAR

FROM ANY HUMAN D\YELLING, YET,

THE PROBABILITY IS THAT IT \7AS

CARRIED THERE FROM A PLACE WHERE

IT EXISTED UNDER CUTIIVATION.

The sepals and petals of its flower are purple-coloured. There

are five sepals, and one of these is very large and resembles a

klnd of helmet, which overshadows the other part of the flower;

there are only two of the petals fully developed. These are two

fleshy bodies mounted on long stalks, projecting into the helmet.

Both leaves and roots of this plant are very poisonous, the roots

especially so. It flowers in July; and thrives best in damp places.

This plant may be found in most flower gardens, and not
infrequently its roots are in proximity to those vegetables which

are used as edibles. Thus you may have in your gardens one of
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the most virulent of vegetable poisons over which there may be

but little care, or caution exercised.

There is one peculiar characteristic connected with this

plant; heat destroys or extracts the poison of the Monk's Hood

branches in a very short time. If the branches be cut and exposed

to the hot sun for but a few days they become harmless. To

administer this plant as a medicine for any known complaint is

very unsafe, unless it be on Homeopathic lines, or under the

surveillance of a professional practitioner. Not so is this the

case on the soul plane. Here this plant rnay safely be applied

without any danger of evil consequences. It is this safety, and

security, in the Psychology of Botany which renders it of so much

service, and value, to all who are interested in its application.

Colds and chills are of frequent occurrence in a climate like

our own, where we are subject to sudden changes from heat to

cold in summer, and from dry to damp at all times and seasons.

How often is it the case, that after free perspiration you sit in

some cool place, and a chill is the result, yes, a chill, which in

many instances proves fa.taL Would you consider a safe remedy

at hand, at that critical moment, of any valuel I give you this

remedy freely. This is more to you than what money can

purchase. \Uhen you feel a chill from any cause whatever, and
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under any circumstances, think of the Monk's Hood, picture it
before your mind's eye, and whilst doing so, repeat the following

invocationary rn'ord: LU-vAR-MEL, six times, most deliberately and

reverentially, then allow the subject to rest for two hours, when

vou repeat the same a second time. It is rarely necessary you

should repeat a third time. The usuai symptoms subside, and a

warln glorv succeeds the chitrl; afterwards avoid undue exposure.

This is the sigil

of the

The word for invocation is

LU_VAR_MEL.

V
I

o
Monk's Hood.
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THE P, ONY (Said to belnng to
the Crowfoot Tiibe)
Turs IS, PosslBly, THE Mosr NoBLE

AND BEAUTIFUL FLO\yER THAT

INHABITS THE FLO\yER GARDENS OF

THrs coLNTRY. OwrNG To rrs Mosr
BRILLIANT COLOURS, FROM DEEP RED

TO CRIMSON, AND EVEN TO \rHITE.

ANoTHEn PRoPERTY IS THE

LARGENESS oF THE FLowER. TuEne

iS A \?ILD SPECIES THAT GRO\yS IN

THIS COUNTRY, ALTHOUGH, eS I nVt

INFORMED, IN BUT ONE OR TWO

PLACES. TuE oNp rs rHE Rocry
Clpprs op Srerp Holvrp (oNr or n
PAiR oF TsLANDS rN THE SrvrnN)

and may be witnessed in those watering places on the coasts of
Somerset, and North Devon. But even in this wild state, I
question if it has not originally been brought from some cultured
spot. It flowers in May and June. 

'sfhatever may be the changes

as to variery on the physical plane, there is but one Paony on
the soul plane.
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This plant appears to me from a soul point of view of a light
golden colcur of special brilliancy and hlstre. A nimbus of glory

surrounds the whole plant; it is in fact unique in this respect.

It holds a special sympathy with that organ designated the

spleen, and thus proves itself a generator of the life forces.

Those who may be suffering from great weakness,
accompanied with a sense of prostration on the least exertion,
a kind of sinking, no pain, no sensation of suffering in any one

part of the body more than another, but an indescribable

weariness prevails over these much to be pitied mortals. Yes,

and even rnedical men have been puzzled, so as in some instances

to attribute the whoie to fancy on the part of the invalid. Nor is
tl-re patient thought to be ili, and he or she has to die to prove to
all, the medical man, and the ignorant cro'nvd, that the lady or
gentleman must have been ill after all. To all these afflicted
ones I point to this beautiful plant, rhink of it, picture it to your

mind, but do not piuck the flower or in any wise injure the
plant.

This is the

sigil of the

Prony.

The word for invocation is

GROMOGEL.

The Invocative'Word is to be used at any

time during the day or night, six times.
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THE CHRISTMAS ROSE
(Crowfoot Tribe)

THIs PLANT IS A FoREIGN SPECIES oF THE

Hpr-r,peonE. Tup,nE ARE vARrous spECrES oF

rHE Hpt-i-EBoRE \rHrcH ARE rNDicENous ro
BnttAtN, AND wHICH ARE To BE N4ET \ytrH
IN THE FOLLO\yING LOCALITIES:_THE GNEEN

HELr-peoRE rs FouND rN THE \t/ssr op
ENclaNo; LprcH Woons, GnpsponD, AND

tN Surrey. This species flowers in April and May. Then there is

the Feated l-lellebore which abounds in Herefordshire. This
species thrives in calcareous soil, and is very rare. But the
ordinary Christmas Rose is extensively cultivated in the flower
gardens of this country. It has a very marked resemblance to the
order Rosascee. It was formerly held in great repute for its
medicinal virtues in the cure of mental derangement.

Dr Carpenter in his great work, The Physiology of Botany,
rnakes the following remark: "The Black Hellebore of the
ancients grew plentifully at Anticyra, a city of Phosis, in Greece.
lfhence came the proverb applied to any one who acted in an
absurd manner, 'Let him sail to Anticyra.' "

The Christmas Rose opens its large white cups ar the close

of the year, and blossoms profusely till the end of January. The
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plant may be said to have a very important history, from the

fact, that it is alluded to by the ancients as being a very noted

plant in their day. But it adorned the waste places of the

temperate zone long before the birth of history. It bloomed amid

the mountains, and along the plains of the continent of Atlanta,

that vast colltinent, which now lies submerged beneath the

trerubled waters of the great Atlantic Oceanl

This plant claims its descent, not from the orient; it courts

not the srniles of the sunshine, but is bold and brave enough to

exhibit its beauties, defiantly', in the face of a January squall.

The Christmas Rose is pregnant with virtues rare, and

vaiuable; the bulk of u'hich are conceaied from the men of
science at this day, because these virtues are of a magical

cLraracter, and do not exist in the domains of what is speculative

and necessarily sLrper{icial. In the first place, the Christmas Rose

is a true product of this planet. Indirectly, it stands related to

the inoon, for as rnuch as the moon is a part of this globe.

This plant can dety the inclement cold of \7inter, and at

the most barren time of the year 
- "vith to shine forth in

all its glory. t)uring Midwinter on our side of the globe, the sun

being so much nearer the earth than in Midsummer, silently,

and in a mysteriorls way, irnpregnates our earth with forces,

which the summer heat subsequently develops. The, higher
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influer-rces and the more subtle virtues are stronger in the shade

than in the sunshine. The night on rhe ourer plane, is the light
of day on the soul plane. The \Winter in ourer narure, is the
season of fruit-bearing on the soul plane. Hence you may rely
on it as being a fact; that plants which give forth flower and

fruit in the open, in Winter, are no ordinary plants, all such are

endowed with uncommon virtues, which it is my mission to
rnake known.

Insanity is on the increase in our land, and I suspect the
same remark will apply to other of the so called civilised
countries of Europe. I consider I am within the limitation of
correctness in saying that the direct cause has ever been: undue

excitement; combined with an artificial mode of living. A kind
of surface life; where all is but glamour: day dreaming. I am here

ailuding to the life of our towns and cities, where thousands are

rushing daily to and fro in quest of fresh excitement. For such as

these the Christmas Rose blooms, just at that season of the year

when worldlings pleasures are passing away. This beautiful
Winter flower gives a living lesson to the thoughtless and

profane; it lives and blooms to teach how man should live, a
life superior to, and not depending oo, the season pleasures of
the year. All cases of insanity; or where there may be a tendency

towards insanity, through over excitement; worrlr and anxiety.
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For such this plant is weil adapted. Direct your mind to it; it has

magical virtues. The Invocative Word for this Divine purpose

is RR-u-traA-PHo-BI-EL.

Repeat this !7ord nine times, daily, for nine days. Please

note:- The ritual rnust be done by proxy, as the insane could

not act for itself.

The one selected to discharge this important function should

be a calm thoughtful person, not a novice, nor an unbeliever in

what is termed the supernatural. The person selected must be a

rnan, as the female 
- 

as a rule - is too negative.

This is the sigil

of the Christmas Rose.

The word for invocation is
AR-U-MA-PHO_BI_EL.

This Sigll may be rnade to any size but the due proportions should

be c'''bserved. The two sides of the triangle should be of the same
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length, and the base of the triangle two-thirds of the length of
one of the sides of the triangle. The distances from A to the
base of the triangle on the left, should be equal to the distance
from the base of the triangle to B on the right. Also the same

distance as from the apex of the triangle to the crux line, or the
tau. I am particular on these matters, for the reason that the
Sigil of the Christmas Rose is a talisman against excitement,
and an antidote for insanity.

It must be engraved on Silver, and carried on your person.

ST JOHN'S IUORT (Hyponcaceae)

I avr No\f MAKTNG KNolrN ANoTHER

NUMEROUS AND BEAUTIFUL FAMILY OF

PLANTS. TUNEP HUNDRED SPECIES OF

\rHICH ARE \TIDELY SCATTERED OVER THE

WORLD; ELEVEN ONLY ARE FOLIND \yILD IN

Bzurem. THEsE MAY BE sEEN oN HEDGE-

TOPS IN RURAL DISTRICTS DURING THE

SUMMER MONTHS. THE WUOLE OF THE ST

JouN's \Wonr ARE HERBACEous, oR

LINDER SHRUBBY. THE IPEVES ARE SIMPLE

AND UNDIVIDED, MOSTLY OVAL, AND

USUALLY SET OPPOSITE EACH OTHER.
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There are five sepals, two inside and three outside the clayx or

cup. The flower is composed of five petals, their sides are often

unequal, and sometimes a little gashed. The margin is dotted

with black.

The fruit or seed consists of a capsule, berry shaped, which

contains an abundance of small seed. There is one peculiarity

about the leaves; if held up between the eye and the light they

appear full of small holes" That species of the St John's 
\il/ort, I

am now introducing to the reader, is called the "Common St

John's'Wort," the same plant may be found on any old hedge-

cop, where the soil is never disturbed. It flowers in July; this is

the month rvhen this beautiful plant is at its best, and, it is

uncler such circurnstances, you are to think of the plant when

seeking a benefit from it, the same hotrds true of any other plant.

Suppose your case required that influence given forth by the

Oak; you would not think of that tree as it appears in \il/inter,

bereft of its leaves and verdure, you would, on the contrary,

think of the Oak as it is when a.t its best. The same holds true in
the case of every plant or tree, including the St John's 

'S7ort.

Speaking from my own personal experience, ffiy soul has been,

on several occasions, strangelv and strongly attracted towards

this plant. It ever possessetl some special charm to me, and that
several years before I had taken up systematic Botany as a study.
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This special sympathy has influenced me very considerably on
the soul plane, and in a less degree on the physical plane.

Note:* You cannot srrongly admire an object in nature
without being more or less influenced and changed 

- to some

extent 
- 

by the object of your lor.e and admiration. This is a

subject of much importance, and deserves the particular
attention of all. Your love to an animal, if very extravagant,
brings yorr down towards that animal's sphere. But your love for
a plant or a tree raises you upward. The soul of a plant or tree

has more of the angel in it than what the animal element
possesses.

This plant is more especially a psychic remedy; that is, it
applies more directly to the soul. It is a soul healer, a soul

strengtheneE and a soul comforter. There is no one who can
think sympathetically of this plant rvithout experiencing strange

sensations.

The strangeness of the sensation arises from the fact that a
new element enters the domain of the tempest tossed soul; and,

whilst there it occupies the place of a new motive force; it acts

like a magnet, drawing or attracting the soul forces, thus bracing
up the weaker or more feeble propensities, by giving a healthier
tone to the whole psychic nature; thus rendering the soul a

better medium for the Divine Spirit, by whose promprings the
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entire person attains to that fixedness of purpose anC nobleness

of aim, whictr ultimates in tl-re accomplishment of his Divine
mission on this earth.

I find it necessary, whilst speaking of the soul, to express

myself clearly once more, relatively to the soul; which is that

man is a trinity in unity. The body being the casket of the soul,

and the soul is the body of the spirit. The spirit being the Divine

Spark which never could have frllen. I now approach symptoms

by which you may learn when to appeal to the mystical virtues

of the St John's'Wort.

(1) A sensation of floating about, no real rest day or night
_ Insomnia.

Excessive irritability, a temper ever out of joint.

A fear of some unknown trouble about to overtake him.

Suicidal tendencies.

Each and all of these ills have their seat in the soul. The St

John's 
\ff/ort is the Psychic remedy.

(7)

(3)

g)
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This is the sigil

of St John's Wort.

The rvord for invocation is

THAR_OPHIM.

Note:- Both sides of this Sigil must be of equal length. The top
and bottom horizontals the same length.
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TI-{E POPPY TRIBE
Ir mvazueBly AFFoRDS ME GREATER ILEASURE,

iN \TRITING OF THOSE PLANTS !rHICH ARE

FAMILIAR TO THE GENERAL READER, THAN TO

EXPATIATE ELABORATELY ON THE PROPERTIES OF

PLANTS AND TREES \rHICH LIE REMOTE, AND,

MAY BE OTHERWISE STRANGERS TO THE

oRDTNARv THINKER. Ir cnNNor BE DENIED,

BUT, THAI rHE Poppy rRIBE IS wELL-KNo\vN

TO NEARLY EVERY ONE OF BUT ORDINARY

INTELLIGENCE. IN TUg MEANTIME, IT IS

possible, that the Opium Poppy may not be as familiar as the

wild species which may be readily discovered in this land, two

species of which I shall duly describe, and the Psychic properties

in each instance make known. The first of these is the Celandine

- 
(ChelidorunnMajus). This little plant grows wild, at the same

time it carries the characteristic of a garden outcast. It is of a

light green or yellow green foliage. The flowers are deep orange-

yellow. \fhen a branch is cut off , a kind of creamy juice oozes

out of a pale yellow colour. This plant is most poisonous, and

the juice is virulently acrid. There are but few gardens free of
this little plant.
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Hitherto, the result of my numerous psychical researches

has in most instances, been a remedy for some form of internal
complaint; but in the presenr insrance I find in the CrlaNnrNE

a pleasing variation, in that it presents a perfect remedy for
every form of skin-disease, where eruptions of any kind are the
leading characteristics. It is but too well-known that such

complaints abound to a very large extent, and that these

complaints are very annoying to its victim, as well in many

instances -- disfiguring to the general appearance, when the

face is the afflicted part. I am convinced, that there are thousands

in this country alone, rvho would give a considerable sum, if by

so doing they be assured of a complete eradication of such a
pest.

Each reader of this rny great work: "The Psychology of Botany ,"
has in his, or in her possession, an easy, safe, and certain remedy,

without Pills, Powders, or Lotion. If after this gratuitous

revelation and presentation, any one refuses to comply with
the conditions, by wav of applying so effectual a remedy; then,
I must confess, my sympathy for such a one, would be small

indeed. There then is your remedy, the Cst-eNDINE you know,

you have seen it, it is familiar to you, you who have an ordinary

cottage garden, very likely it is there, or may be your neighbour's

garden has it. I need not make these homely remarks for the
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higher classes in societyr ?s they will doubtless have the

CslaNntNE in their grounds, or otherwise be well informed as to

the locality where it may be discovered.

I do not ask you to make a rvash for vour exanthema, nor yet

to run any risk of being poisoned, but to thhtkof this plant simply

as you would think of an absent friend; you have a picture in

your mind of your friend, and the picture is that of the entire

person, and not of any particular part of him.

I speak thus plainly as I find within the sphere of my

experience, a number of individuals, too indolent to submit

themselves to the ordeal o{ thinkingeven, should such thinking

be imposed as a task. i do not allude here to the really afflicted

ones, who may flnd it very difficult to direct their feeble thoughts

to any one thing ou,'ing to pain, or other long debilitating causes.

Any one in true sympathy with the sick, could think for him or

her in a formulated prayer, as this may be accomplished by proxy.

Then, whilst thinking of the plant, direct your attention from

the plant to the complaint. Say to yoursell let this evil go to

the plant, i am now thinking of, in that plant it will find a

place, and a work for good in the life and growth of that plant,

while its absence from this sufferer will leave room for rvhat

will bring peace, health, and happiness. At the end of such
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musings and thoughtfui contemplations, repeat the word MUR-

Roo six times slowly, deliberately, and solemnly.

This is the sigil

of the Poppy.

The word for invocation

MUR_ROO.

IS

A perfect circle one inch in diameter. The horizontal passing

through the centre.
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CRIMSON CORN POPPY
(Papauer Rhoas)

THIs HAS BEEN FITLY CALLED A

"BRILLTANT 'WEEo." Ir pnEeuENTS

IYASTE PLACES. MONE ABUNDANT IN THE

SOUTHERN COUNTIES OF THIS COUNTRY

THAN THE NoRTu. Nmn MaNcuEsrpn

EVEN IT BECOMES A RATHER RARE PLANT.

Ir ri-owERS FRoM JuNE to Octonen,
AND rs AN ANNUnl. Tuts BEAUTIFUL

plant is a lover of cornfields, which you can easily see at some

distance as the deep crimson bloom renders it so conspicuous,

and even attractive. It appears to vie with those prouder and

much petted beauties of the flower garden. Indeed as an annual

there is not one that can surpass it in richness of colour.

The Poppy as a class possesses great tenacity to life; the seed

will remain dormant in the ground for years. This is the case

when a field that has been long under cultivation is laid down

to grass, where the Poppy has abounded and flourished for years;

once the field becomes grass the Poppy is seen no longer; at the

same time, after a long period of years, when the same field is

again under cultivation, the Poppy will again show itself. This
has been noticed in deep railway cuttings where the Crimson
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Poppy has shown itself the first year. These seeds musr have

slumbered f,or ages. I am quite aware that some modern time
writers will account for such from other sources than those I
have mentioned. Yet I do not see any reason why we should

doubt the possibility of a seed, shut out from the light and air,

being capable of retaining its vitality for centuries. But to ensure

this, the seed must while in its vigour, be in fact hermetically
sealed.

There are about 180 species of the Poppy ribe known, two-
thirds of which belong to Europe, the remainder are scattered

over the globe.

I now come to deal with this beautifui annual psychically

and psychomedically. The question which arises here, as

elsewhere: For what purpose has this plant been projected on

the Physical Planel For every plant, great and small, has its

mission; that mission has been of a far higher order than to
please the eye of thousands of superficiaily minded pleasure

seekers, who oft with cruel and ruthless hands will devastate a

whote neighbourhood of its lovely floral companions, and that
for no other purpose than to hold them, to droop and die, in
the hand for a few hours. So much loveliness has not been born

simply for you to gaze on. The bloom of every plant and tree is

the bridal dress of that plant. The insect tribes in general, and
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a huge bombshell, charged within with liquid fire. This is one

of the greatest delusions ever published, save rhat which has

been said of the Sun, - these popular delusions or falsehoods

which I have years ago refuted in my Geozonic Spheres. The
crystal, whose primary condition is triquid, in its upward
gradations, forced by chemical agencies, becomes tinged with
the hues of other substances, hence the variegated colours by

which the different gems are characterised. The colour of the
true and genuine Amethyst is that of a deep, rich, violet blue.

The true stone possesses shades within its composition which
defies imitation in either glass or paste, but these are very difficult
of description.

Having gone to some length in this article in what may be

designated preliminary to the subject in hand, at the same time
what is really involved in my subject, I proceed to notifii those

additional disorders for which the Amethyst is the anridore.

Should a person have false vision, that is, he is liable to see in
the twilight different kinds of forms and shapes, whar may be

expressed by the generic term, vagaries. For all such cases this

stone is the antidote. The next complaint is a degenerating

memory, more especially when you want to recall the name of
some person, place, or thing. The next is that of colour-blindness.
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These disorders or defects in our mental or visual constirution
rnay be benefited, if not cured, by this agent of Mercury that
messenger of the gods.

This is the sigil

of
Amethyst.

Avruthel, a treasure in thee do I find,

Thou healer of body and saviour of mind;

Thou medium of wisdom for me thou art given,

To carry the light and the healing from heaven.
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THE CORAL
Tur sunlrcr oF THrs ARTTcLE \ylLL pRovE HrcHLy

INTERESTING TO THE LOVER OF THE OCCULT, AND

TO EVERY ADMIRER OF THE GOOD AND THE

BEAUTIFUL IN NATURE.

I uevg No puBLrcATroN rN My possEssroN

\trHICH TREATS oF THE ConaI SCIENTIFICALLY.

HtNcr, I uusr BE GUTDED, AND THAT ENTIRELv,

BY MY O\yN PSYCHIC INSTINCTS IN THESE MY

OCCULT RESEARCHES, AS ON FORMER OCCASIONS

\rHEN SIMILARLY CIRCUMSTANCED. INoeTn, AS A

RULE, I nrra EVER GUTDED By My owN GENIUS,

prompted by -y own efforts of will; as, in all such occult matters

I discard "guides" or teachers, for all that has ever been known

of the Coral in the past, is faithfully preserved within those

imperishable archives of nature, and that in such characters as

I am able to decipher.

In the first place I would contradict an old notion entertained

respecting the Coral, which is: that it is made up of the skeletons

of defunct zoophites, the builders of the Coral; and, that the

Coral is but the winding-sheet of these marvellous agents of
the great Architect of the universe. Such I consider as being a

very low idea and a gross falsehood, and, consequently,
misleading, as it is detracting from the wisdom and goodness of
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the Supreme Ruler; for, whatever may be the outu'ardly obvious

in the eyes of the superficial observer, such is not the fact. The

following is what I feel duly authorised to advance, and which I

consider the incontrovertible truth. The Coral builders are

androgenous 
- 

male and female, in one entity. Such are each

and every agent of the Eternal ONE, which he may employ to

build an animal, a plant, a tree, an island, or a world.

Be not alarmed at so strange an idea, for I am well aware

that the popular notions are opposite to this, even science

opposes this; but science depends on instruments in its
observations, which, however perfect they might be supposed

to be, they are not so perfect as to render the observer certain

in such researches, that he is really on the line of truth.

The male and female idea as it is expressed at this day is, to

all intents and purposes absurd, unphilosphical, and misleading.

My statement stands thus: The primal agent in the buil.ding of any

kind of body, *rd of euerj species of organic life, is wtdrogenous. It
is only as such that a creation can take place, and in no other

r,vay. The germ itself as it is given, is androgenous, and it is by

virtue of this - tquo in one - that the germ builds for itself a

body.

What is supposed to be the feminine in outer nature, is only

so far a joint partner in the buiiding, as to find, or to render, the
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necessary conditions. Thus in the present instance, and with
reference to the Coral builder, it is androgenous. The water of
the sea, or the ocean, is to it, what the feminine, outwardly

considered, is to the animal or plant. It is, in short, the nursing

mother. Those particles of which the Coral is composed, are

held in solution in the water, and are thus taken up by this

petrific giant of the deep. The law of elective affinity is as plainly
made known in the feeding and building of the Coral, as in the

feeding and building of all animal in its embryotic state, or a

plant in its capsule, and subsequently in the earth. The Coral is

as much the result of a growth, as the plant, the tree, or the

animal.

I have only given hints on this subject, which are more

suggestive than exhaustive. I am convinced that however much

of novelty may be seen in these remarks, that what is here stated

is philosophically correct. I advise the studious among my readers

to take this subject up as a matter for serious thought during

moments of calm reflection. For the present I am obliged to

forgo the temptation to go further on these lines, as I must now

treat of the virtues and influences of the Coral.

In modern times this gem has been considered far too

common to deserve a place among precious stones. But the day

is at hand when the long-neglected Coral will once more become
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a favourite. Had its virtues been known, the Coral would have

been seconC to none at this day. The first of these rrirtues is: it is
the antidote to that ossification which creeps on a person, and

that prernaturely. The person grows decrepid and prematurely

old. The cartilagineous system that should have retained their
elasticity and flexibllity, becomes more or less ossified, and

decrepitude follows, and takes the place of agility. The next

property rs a quickener of the senses. That is, where there may be

a partial or a more general numbness in the f'eeling, which is
the obvious result of loss of power to retain vitality. I would

here make a remark by way of correcting a notion, which is,

that, u'hen a person lacks vitality, they invariably attribute this

to some other than the true cause. They accordingly make use

of what they consider to be the best means for replenishing this

loss, fbrgetting that the tissues need repairing, and that there is

a consequent leakage. It is of no use putting water into a vessel

fullof holes, if vou do so, the water will nrn out as fast, or nearly

as fast, as it is put in; what is first of all necessary, is to stop up

the holes and thus staunch the leakage. It is just so in such

instances as are here alluded to: make the body life-proof, as

you woul,J make the vessel waterproof, and the cure is
accomplished. What is here mentioned is as appiicable to the

thousands of the young, as to the aged.
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Again, where there may be growing defect of eyes-sight, and

that from a gradual loss of energy in the optic nerve, and not
traceable to any acute forrn of disease, the Coral is the special

remedy. The next property is, that the Coral is the sffengthener

of the mental faculties, and tends to preserve the mind from all
those terrible and now hopeless complaints, which are on the

increase among people of this, and of other so-called civilised

countries.

Thus the Coral, if applied as I shall here point out, would

prove one of the greatest blessings ever conferred on this country

or age.

V_l-
AG_ATH_EL.

Agathel, most mighty, thou builder sublime!

Who raisest from atoms thy house in the deep;

A Building of Godl it will triumph o'er time,

And amidst the rough biilows securely can sleep.

Like thee would I build, like thee world I be.

Secure 'midst life's tempests-from weaknesses free.

This is the sigil

of
Coral.

The word for

invocation is
AG_ATH_EL.
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THE ROCK CRYSTAL
I uavE ELSEwHERE EXPRESSED MY

vrE\vs, oR \rHAT I rNow AS To rHE

ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE

CnYSTRL, AND THIS EXISTS IN THAT

!rORK OF lv{lNE, TnE GEOZONIC

Spupnrs.

BenoN VoN RErcriExsACH, IN

His GREAT WORK, ENTITLED,

RpsEancHps oN MacruEttsu,
Elpcrnlcrcv, Hr.Ar, LIcHt, AND

CuEHatcaL ATTRACTIoN, IN THEIR

RElazrclv roVrca- Foncp. IN rurs
most elaborate production, the Baron appears to have solved a

great problem, which is: that the Rock Crystal is the medium of
a force which acts similarly to the magnet in its action on the

nervous system; but that unlike the magnet, it has no attraction
for iron or steel, or any of those substances which are affected

by the magnet. Further, that the Crystal is not influenced in
the least by the magnet, when rubbed by that instrument; or,

when suspended fieely, horizontally, is it affected by the magnetic

meridian; hence, it follows, that whatever may be the influence

which is produced by the Crystal, it is not magnetism any more
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than that is magnetism which flows from the human hands or

eyes, obedient to the human will. It is true we have got into the
habit of calling nearly everything which lies outside, or beyond

those limitations which mark off the domain of the ponderable

- and which may be an active force, and capable of producing

phenomena - Magnetism.

But this great Chemical Philosopher has proved, and that
by repeated and incontestable proofs, that influences destitute

of the properties of the magnet in all its phases, or familiar
characteristics, are not to be classed as magnetic. At the same

time such may partake of the character of a force, although
having no sympathy with the magnet, and which is not
magnetic. The Crystal is of this class, although it is incapable

of attracting steel or iron, or even iron filings, or of being affected

by the magnetic meridian.

Whatever may be capable of giving out an influence, must

have the properg of polarity; it must, in fact, have a north and

a south pole. But, as the Crystal has no sympathy with the
polarity of the earth, it would be improper to designate its poles

as north and sorzth. It must therefore be called neg&tiue and posinve

poles, for without polarity there can be no force, that is: no

phenomenal force. This strange force which exists in the Crystal,

Reichenbach calle d Odyle or odylic force, which in an early
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edition, a translation by Dr Ashburner, was called Od force,

and i am inclined to look on the name Odyli.c as being applied

subsequently, and as being considered by the ffanslator more of
a scientific terln than the word Od. At the same time it is

possible that the name Odylic is derived from Od. So far then

does dernonstrative science take us and no further. It will be my

task in the present article, to make a move in advance of this.

To this errd and by way of preparing the way for my higher
purpose, I must state matters as clearly as possible. Whereas the

magnet applies to the nerves of animals, as does the Crystal, it
musr possess that property or attribure rvhich the crystal
possesses. Butr, it has a property which the Crystal has not; it
can attract iron, or steel, and is capable of being affected by the

magnetic meridian, or is in sympathy with the poles of the earth.

The Crystal is not so, it is not susceptible to the magnetic

meridian.

What I here state is the result of my study of this author,

and, so f'ar as the ideas involved in these my remarks may be

concerned, they are found in this work. At the same time the

wording is rnine; hence, what I have written are not literal
quotations, much less are they garbled quotations. But what do

all these provel They prove that the Rock Crystal is either in
itself a source of influences, or, that it is a mediurn, or conductor
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of special influence, as pointedly, or as definitely as that of the

human hand, or the human eye; for the crystal, philosophically

considered, is, in reality, a living thing, a thing capable of holding
a sympathetic intercourse with our present race; a thing which
may, in the hands of a good and pure-minded person - one

who has not been spoiled through the false teachings of this

d"y - connect the soul of that person with the soul of the

universe: and that apart frorn those peculiar powers of vision

which the crystal is said to develop.

But to become all this, the mind should be as clear of all
preconceptions as the crystal itself is clear of all but itself. There

is what is designated the ac,id or egg-shaped crystal, which is

said to be found native in some parts of India. But in the majority

of such instances, these Ovids are manufactured out of glass. In
the meantime they are said to answer as heips to mediumistic

vision. With these I ha.ze nothing to do at present, as I am

treating on the subject of the rock crystal as being recognised

among the precious stones, and, if you can be certain that when

you ask for the true Rock Crystal you get it, and not a bit of
glass, you will find in it a valuable treasure. The crystal is not
characterised by any one or more special properties, or, as being

endowed with any one special attribute; but as a very wide or
general application, more especially to the higher and more God-
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like powers of the soul. Nor can the crystal prc,ve of any real

benefit to that person w-hose mind may be engrossed with the

ordinary matters of this everyday life, nor to those who are

engaged in intellectual works, if such callings be but the mere

rnechanical studies of the hard and fast sciences; whose end

and aim may be but some worldly purpose, and, which may be

pressed into the services of that great god 
- 

Mammon. To such,

the mere possession of the cr,vstal as an ornament) cannot prove

of any possible advantage. But to those who are guided by those

spontaneous instincts of the soul, rnore than they are by their
outer intellect, and are conscious of being the subjects of
inspirations from sources unseen; indeecl to all such as may be

receptive, the crystal is of service.

The Rock Crystal is a safeguard against deception, or

imposition from those whom you may have dealings with in
life. This is most certainly a great boon, as it may liberate you

fiom too implicitly confiding on the one hand, and ar.LLmnecassar)

sttspicion on the other hand. If ali were thus fortified, terrible

crimes would be rnore rare. If your aspirations are heavenward,

or God-ward, the crvstal r,r'ill prove of an inestimable value, but
if you are intent on the accumulation of worldly wealth, and

that exclusiwely, the crystal cannot benefit you.
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This is the sigil

of
Rock Crystal.

The word for invocation
EV_AG_EL.

The pure in heart in Thee such will find

Light fur the soul and peace for the mind;

Joy ofheart, and freedom flom g21s 
-

The truly confiding, need never despair.

Through Thee I may read the things of the past,

Thy records Divine for ever will last.

These records of Thine, O Ev-ac-el are true,

They are old as the ages, and yet they are new.

What has been, is now, and ever will be,

Thy light, O Ev-,cc-sl, give unro me.

TS
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TFIE EMERALD
THIs SToNE, AS ITS NAME IMPLIES, IS

OF A BEAUTIruL GREEN, AND LIKE ITS

NUMEROUS KINDRED OF GEMS, \YAS A

sroNE FAMILIAR To rHE eNctENrs. I
SHALL, FURTHER ON IN THIS ARTICLE,

GIVE THIS STONE IN THE LIGHT OF AN

oLD PHILOSOPHY, THE RECORDS OF

\yHICH DO NOT EXIST ON THIS EARTH

AT THE PRESENT nay. Bur FoR THE

PRESENT I wrlr- MENTIoN \rHAT IS

recorded of precious stones generally, and of the Emerald in
particular, in the Bible. There are in this book several allusions

to the Emerald, as well as to each of the other preciotts stones

familiar to the people of modern times.

See Ezekiel 28:13 :

"Thou hast been in Eden, the garden of God; every precious stone

was thy covering, the Sardius, Topaz, and the Diamond, the 8ery1,

the Onyx, and the Jasper, the Sapphire, the Emerald, and the

Carbuncle, and the Gold, &c."

Ezekiel z7:i.6:

"Syria was thy merchant by reason of the multitude of the wares of
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thy making; they occupied in thy fairs with Emeralds, purple, and

broidered work, and fine linen, and coral, and agate."

Revelation 4:3:

"And He that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone;

and there was a rainbow about the throne, in sight like unto an

Emerald."

Revelation 7l:I9-70:
"And the foundations of the wall of the city were garnished with all

manner of precious stones. The first foundation was Jasper, the second

was Sapphire, the third a Chalcedony, the fourth an Emerald, the

fifth a Sardonyx, the sixth Sardius, the seventh Chrysolyte, the eighth

Beryl, the ninth a Topaz, the tenth a Chrysoprasus, the eleventh a

Jacinth, the twelfth an Amethyst."

I now come to a description of the breastplate of the Jewish

high-priest. This consisted of four rows of precious stones, and

three in each row, which were as follows, each stone being a

talisman for the name of each tribe (Exodus 28:17-18):-

No. I. A Sardius

Tlibes: Reuben

No. II. An Emerald

Tribes: Judah

a Topaz

Simeon

and a Carbuncle.

and Levi.

and a Diamond.

and Issachar.

a Sapphire

Zebulum
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No. IIL A Ligure

Tiibes: Dan

No. lV. I3eryl

Tiibes: Naphtali

an Agate

Gad

an Onvl:

Joseph

and anAmethyst.

and Asher.

and a Jasper.

arrd Benjamin.

If you rvill turn to the 49th chapter of Genesis, there you

will see an account of oldJacob telling the fortunes of his twelve

sons, and by this fortune you may learn, to some extent, the

influence of each of the twelve precious stones. But for the
present it is the Emerald only that I am engaged with. And as

this was Judah's stone, I shall in the first instance give you a
quotation from the above-mentioned 49th chapter, of Judah's

fortune as uttered by his old father, when near his death:

"Judah, thou art he whom thy brethren shall praise; thy hand shall

be in the neck of thine enemies; thy father's children shall bow down

before rhee. Judah is a lion's whelp; from the prey, my son, thou art

gone up; he stooped down, he couched as a lion, and as an old lion

who shall rouse hirn up."

"The sceptre sirail not depart from Judah, nor a law-giver from

betrveen his feet, until Shiloh come; and unto him shall the gathering

of the people he."

"Binding his foai unto the vine, and his ass's colt unto the choice

vine; he washed his garments in wine, and his clothes in the blood
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of grapes; his eyes shall be red with wine, and his teeth white with

milk."

It will be seen I have given Biblical quotations at some

length, simply to show my resources, and that precious stones

existed, and were recognised in the far past more than what

they are at this day. But what very far transcends all this, the

occult power which accompanies, or is otherwise embodied in

precious stones, was known to the sages, priests, and prophets

of the Bible. A portion of the old wisdom was then a living

reality. That thing called civilization had not made its inroads

into those sacred enclosures, and with bloody hands besmeared

and defaced those records of wisdom which could be read in the

sidereal heavens, and on rocks and rivers, and in purling brooks,

in birds and beasts and creeping things, in forest trees and

humble shrubs, in fruit trees bearing fruit; in the lightning and

the thunder, whistling wind and the gale, the hurricane, and

the wild tomado. From each and all these sages gatheredwisdom,

as the bees gather honey from each opening flower.

The next phase of this subject that will engage my attention,

will be on psychic lines. I may go into some grand secrets

respecting the Emerald, which may surpass all my present

anticipations, I have already some such intimations.
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The Emerald, as realised by me in its psychic and higher
characteristics, l-ras a history o{ far more sublime a character
and of far more glorious a pedigree, than what is related of stone
in rnineralogicai lore. Had this stone no special psychic history,
it would never have had a terrestrial history, nor would it have
had such prominence in sacred history.

The colour of the Emerald, and as connected with, or
incorporated in this stone, is the virgin lute; that colour which
first developed after the advent of light. This is the first-born
out c)f the mystic purple, and which gave to this earth its first
tinge, a tinge of living green! The voice wl-rich said "Let there
be light," from heaven, was responded to frorn the earth: Let
there be grass, or let there be verdure;for'erdure cannot develop
without light, it cannor develop in the dark. Life and a species

of growth may t*ke place in the dark, bur nor verdure. Man
may live in the dark, but the bloorn will depart frorn his cheeks,
as bloom of hea,lth and rrerdure of earth go together, as both are
governed by one and the same law. For where the one cannot
exist, there the other disapp.-,ears. This is therefore the most
gl.rious, and the mosr L)ivine of every other colour. In the
meantime, it does not follow, that because this stone possesses

such properries, thar it woutd be equally beneficial to us all, and
that it would be an advantage ro every one. It is a fact in nature--
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and what may be founded on a law of nature is right - that if
you would reap the advantages of certain influences' you have

to adapt yourself to certain conditions, so as to become the

recipient, beneficially, of such influences. This is more especially

so with reference to the Emerald.

To one who may be living an animal life, more or less, or

one whose sympathies are more with the artificial than the

natural, or who may be a stranger to reflection, meditation, the

spiritual or celestial magic, which is so prominently set forth

and explained in this work. To all such this stone might be more

inimical than otherwise; in such instances the tendencies would

be to make the individual restless, ever on the move, ever seeking

what he is not prepared to discover. But to one who may have

strong aspirations for wisdom, that wisdom which is the wisdom

of angels, and which guides into all truth; who seeks for their

enlightenment from God and the soul.world, and who may be

dissatisfied with the shams and hypocrisies of the present life,

to such it would be a blessing. The blessing of old Jacob to his

son Judah is yours.

By this btessing you will find that Judah represents all that

is plentiful, a profusion of good things, kingln and messianic.

And if you refer to the breastplate of the high-priest, you will
see that the Emerald was Judah's stone. You who possess this
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stone, or,, in its absence, devote your mind to think of it, and

conform to those conditions herein given, will receive its
benefits, which are: divine wisdom, holy joy, benevolence of
heart and a hungering and a thirsting for celestial communion,
a renewal of your physical strength through the soul-world, and

a possibility of attaining to a blessed immortality.

This is the sigil

of
Emerald.

The word for

invocation is
AM._VR.ADEL.

Tus INvocATroN

Am-vradell Thou Father, and Mother, one Divine;

Thou source of all power, which with beauty combine.

Earth's offspring of verdure, the first growth on this sod,

Thou jewel of JLrdahl and thou gem of the God.

Down deep in the earth, or tl're depths of the sea,

\Therever, Am'rraclel, thy body mav be,

My soul in sympathy rvith thee wili be join'd

Bv psychical searching, thy soul,self I shall find.

Hold up thou my life -- thou of beauty the model -
Give me thy glory and thy wisdom, Amvradel.
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THE DIAMOND

ks influence, and to whom it is applicable.

Ir cal,rs FRoM A REALM oF LrcHT,

WggRE DARKNESS HAD NEVER BEEN KNOwN;

FRou rugNCE, IT FELL To rHIS EARTH,

Bv rHr BREATH oF srRANcE wrNDS IT \vAS BLowN.

A r-urutrNous ETHER Drvne,

ENror-orn rHIS EARTH\lilrrH ITS spAN;

MosT LUSTRoUSLY THEN DID IT SHINE,

LoNc AGES BEFoRE THERE \uAS MAN.

UNi-rrr \uAS THIS LrcHT To rHE suN,

THp uooN coulD Nor MrMIC rrs RAYS;

Bpronp LrcHT DTURNAL BEcAN -
It Rsrcl.J'n 'ERE THE FIRST BORN oF DAys.

The above poem is given me, inspirationally, and

I consider it in the light of an authentic utterance

respecting the origin and properties of the
Diamond.

This poem I take for my text, on which I
found a few remarks - such remarks as will prove
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suggestive at least, although they may not be considered
scientifical.

In the first place the source of the Diamond is light.

"It came fram a realm of light."

This light was a light in itself, and not a mere reflection of a

light. It originatedinitself. What we call darkness is not darkness

in relation to this light, and on the other hand, what we call

darkness is light to this, or in its relationship with this, and

what we call lght is darkness to this comparison. This hght

ne\rer fluctuates. It never ebbs and flows by way of intermittency

or change. It is, in fact, elementary light. it was in the domain

c.'f this f)ivine luminosity that the Diamond became compressed

into the hardest of substances It has no sympathy with artificial
lights of anv klnd. Nor is this gem cornbustible under any

ordinary degree of heat. It is not pure carbon, as stated by

chernists" It is as far from being carbon, "as thrice from the centre

to the utmost pole;" and, although the hardest of substances, it
is not a metal, nor carl it be defined as a stone.

in the meantime, it is a gem or jewel of the highest
significance and of tremendous importance. It came to this earth

from the upper and outer mundane spheres, governed by the

laws of gravity. At the sarne time, there were "SffangeWinds,"

or in{luences from intelligences, by whose agencies these star-
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like gems were scattered abroad. Th.y fell to the earth, but not
as meteors fall, for the Diamond is not a meteoric stone, as it
comes not from a meteoric source.

" A luminous etlrer Diuine,

Enfolded this earth with its span."

And God said: "Ler there be light." This light was not TnaAE

or created. The passage does not convey to the mind of the
intelligent reader such an idea; for it is, in fact, uncreated, it is
coeval with the Absolute. The Divine Will simply commanded

the light, this primal light, to shine out of darkness. This was

that mystic dove which brooded over the face of the deep, "and
made it pregnant." It manifested itself by an eternal and

unchangeable law or decree.

This light is that which is concealed at the centre of every

world and sun in the universe, and which I discovered at the

centre of this earth, and which presented itself to me as the

"Primal Globe." This light is in sympathy with the sun; that is,

with the true primal light of the sun. Both combined do

constitute the true life of the world; not the life which depends

on combustion, or which is developed through cornbustion. This

is known by the phrase, "Animal life," which is apparently

founded on laws which appear to me the perversion of the law
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of the true life. The condition u,hich renders this perverted life
possible, has been developed through the action of some third
or intermediary power, connected with surface-cruet conditions

of this globe. This surface-crust has been during nearly the past

6,000 years, the play-ground of forces. The end, or seeming aim,

of such forces ts death, or destruction, or nuilification of the

grand but now hidden law of the true life.
'fhe Diamond is a gern, by virtue of its homogeneitl', and

belongs to the domain of the true life! This is a revelation that

hasneuer before been made known to this race! Hence it follows

that the Diamond rs sacred, one of the mosr sacred: yes, rhe most

sacred of all gems. It is sad to think of it being handled so

irreverently, and even profmely, by mere vulgar men of the world,

whose portion is in this iife. The Diamond has a power, when

in the possession of Kings, Monarchs, Presidents of Republics,

Princes, Lords, Nobles, Legisiators, Judges in the Courts of Law,

Magistrates, and all State Authorities; also very advanced

Occultists, or those who are entitled to the degree of adept-

ship. But no army officer, or naval officer, or professional slayer

of men or animals, nor should any instrument such as swords,

daggers, or any instruments which but represent those intended

to kill, be ever decorated with the Diamond.

I am not aliorved to give Word and Sigil for this gem.
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THE RUBY
I INTpNn GIVING SoME PRACTICAL

INFoRMATToN RESPECTTNG rHe Runy,

\YHICH !yILL EMBRACE SOME OF THE

CHARACTERISTICAL PROPERTIES, OR

DISTINGUISHING MARKS OBSERVABLE

IN THE TRUE STONE, AND THEABSENCE

OF THESE IN THE MANUFACTURED

oNES. ALso, AS To rHE PossIBILITy

FOR AN ORDINARY PERSON \YITHOUT

SCIENTIFIC ATTAINMENTS BEING

placed in a position for distinguishing between the genuine

stone, and the counterfeit, and thus tend to some extent, at

least, to render fraudulency more difficult and less remunerative.

\fhat I here give may be tested, and should the following tests

prove satisfactory, then I hope that credit will be awarded to
whom it is due. It is not a pleasing thought to harbour, rhat one

is imposed on, even in the matter of a jewel. The false jewel

may appear as beautiful as the genuine, but after all, if you pay

for the stone, you should not be supplied with the paste one.

The Test

The genuine stone is not free from small clouds or hazes at
some point or other, as a consequence of its laminaferious nature;
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firr all stones entitied to the name of precious stones, are more

or iess laminar, and such may appear at different angles. This

being the case it necessarily follows that transparency complete,

or perfect, is impossible, owing to the interception of the

diff'erent angles, whence arises the cloud or haze. All these may

pass unnoticed by the casual observer. To render the process of
inspection practicable to ail, I offer the following suggestions:

Get a round goblet glass free from cuts or marks of any kind.

Place your stone within the bottom of the glass, at the centre.

Then fltl the glass rvith clear water; allow the daylight to fall on

the glass, and keep it ciear of the shades of outside things. Also,

keep clear of direct sunshine. Your stone will now be magnified

so as to enable you to see such marks in it as you could not see

otherwise, as the magnifying power will be equal at ali points. If
you find your stone laminated, and a haze at some point, you

may infer it to be the tn-re Ruby. The paste one cannot be made

to contain these characteristics; consequentiy the paste will
appear more brilliant than the true stone, but, more glassy.

The Psychol.oglcal Properties of the Ruby

It is more than probable there nray be a few of my readers

who will not find it convenient to become the actual possessor

of the Ruby, seeing it is among the most precious of gems. There

are those who possess this jewel, with several others, but who
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may not know the real occult value which lies in what they
possess. i give to each and all who read my volume, an
information by which he may avail himself of the occuk virtues
of the Ruby, whether he be a possessor or not of the materialized
one. These properties are made known to me by revelations.

TheVirues of the Ruby

Are you the subject of some grievous trial? Is your grief of a
heart-rending characterl Are your pangs those of bereavement,

or that of some terrible disappointment? Do you realise your

condition as being hopeless? Direct your mind to the Ruby.

Think of the living Ruby. Direct your thoughts to this gem.

And the love, the peace, the comfort of your God will meet you

there. Those hidden virtues of the Ruby will attract to itself the

burden of your sorrows, and the cause of your sighs and tears.

Your God through this, his beautiful little agent will soothe

your agitations, he will disburden your oppressed soul. Look to
this Sigil, and repeat the following word nine times, DER-cAB-

EL.

This is the sigil

of
Ruby.

The word for

invocation is
DER-GAB-EL.
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THE TURQUOISE
THts sroNE IS DESIGNATED n PenstRN

GEN4, BUT \7AS FIRST IMPORTED TO

Eunopp FRoM TumEv. As a cEM, IT MAY

NOT HOLI) A FIR-ST PLACE, IN POINT OF

VALUE: THAT IS, AS AN ARTICLE OF

COMMERCE; BUT IF VALUED FROM A

PSYCHIC POINT OF VIE\y, IT STANDS ALONE

AS BEING PRE-EMINENTLY THE STONE OF

ALL C)TFIERS 
- 

UNIQUE. THP CHEMIST

N4AY TREAT THE MATTER LIG}{TLY, IN

SAYING THAT ITS CON.,IPONENT PARTS ARE

BUT COMMON, AND WELL-KNO\ilN

substances: the phosphate of alumina, oxide of iron, and copper.

Just so, scientists tell us what are the primary elements of living

tissue, both in plant and anirnal, each and nearly all are common,

that is they are quite familiar to us. But the question arises-
what is that which permeates those tissues? There is evidently

an influence proceeding from that being who is made up of these

common materials; this influence produces sensations, or is
capable of producing sensations on beings outside iffelf.

But some one may say, or feel disposed to say, that such tissues

arcIiwingtissues, and that living tissues belong to organic matter,
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that the properties of the vegetable and animal kingdoms are

the properties which belong to organic matter; that life itself is

essentially the prime characteristic of organic matter; but that
a stone is not organic matter. This scrupulous suggestion at first
sight may appear plausible; but to what lengths may the
investigator proceed on the lines of the most careful enquiry, in
order he may discover that line of demarcation where the organic

ends, and the inorganic begins? Can any scientist say he has

plumbed the depths of the lowest forms of organic matter, so as

to say there is no organic matter beyond this point? I think not.

The stone at some epoch in the far past, glomorated, and became

an homogeneous substance, which took place on those lines

which determine the outward forms of vegetable and animal

life.

To have done so, there must have been an inner principle,

an agent, which acted attractively, and selectively, to bring into
one mass the requisite material for the building up of a class of
stone, having such and such a characteristic as may suffice to

identify that stone as one of a peculiar type, and which, after

all, may prove but a species of a class.

It is thus that not only has a stone a life principle, but that it
possesses something higher and of a very subtle nature. The
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tree has not only a life principle, but it possesses higher
properties, as I have already pointed out in former articles. The
Turquoise is a living, organised bit of matter, whose properties

or attributes are as follorvs: It is a very sympathetic stone, its

sympathies are allied with the mystical in every department of
nature, but more especially with those mysteries which are

concealed in the crust of the earth, and also in the mineral

kingdr:m, also to those mystic properties concealed in metallic

substances. In the meantime it possesses other and yet hlgher

properties than these. It tends to connect the soul of the one

who can meditate and contemplate with the universal soul, and

that consciously, so that the individual consciousness becomes

nrore or less identified with the universal. The Turquoise tends

towards the development of those inner powers which I have

been developing during these five-and-forty years. But to him
whose life is in the ordinary swim of the great crowd, and who

is a stranger to secret prayer and secret contemplation,
accompanied with profound meditation and calm reflection, to

such an one neither the Turquoise nor any other rnystical

instrument can be of any value. But to the thoughtful and

meditative person it will prove an invaluable treasure.
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This is the sigil

o(

Turquoise.

The word for

invocation is
HAR-VAL-AM.

THE SAPPHIRT
RrcnnorNc THE NATURAL pRopERTIES oF

THE SAPPHIRE, I uAvE BUT LIfiLE TO SAY

BEYOND THIS: IT IS A GEM OF A CLEAR BRIGHT

BLUE, OR SKY BLUE, AND iS NEXT THE

DnuoNn iN vALUE. Ir ts a cEM THAT \vAS

RECCGNISED BY THE WISE MEN OF THE PAST.

TuE secEs oF ANCTENT Assvnrn \rERE

FAMILIAR WITH THE SAPPHIRE, AND THAT

pRroR To rHE EcvprnN crvrlrsATtoN. Also
by the sages of China, Assyria, and Egypt, the Sapphire was

held to be the representative of a power in nature, peculiarly its

own. Not only so, but that the gem being pellucid and partly

self-luminous, was generated by powers which operate in the

darkest recesses of nature, and as such, is as much an organic

entity as the plant or tree. The scientists of our day know
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absolutely nothingrespectilrg the origin of this and other gems.

What they offer is suppositional or conjectural. What I am

authorised to offer is: that the gems abound on, and in this earth

today, are relics of a past mundane state, when this earth was a

far rnore glorious world than it is at this day'. The new heaven

and the new earth alluded to in the 21st chapter of the

Revelations of John, is simply what the seer realised, by virtue

of iris ha.ving ascended to that stratum of thought pictures which

hang on and ornament the walls of those imperishable spheres

which exist in their idealistic state, as mementoes of what were

once developed glories on the outer plane, of an earth-life as it
was then realised. The city which the seer saw coming down

from God out of heaven, he designates the "New Jerusalem,"

hence was not the Jerusalem of that day in which the seer lived,

for it is called the Neou Jerusalem. Its dimensions do exceed

that of any other city, or, indeed that of any other country or

continent, and that without encroaching on a sea or an ocean,

so that the surface of the globe must pass through another

geological change ere it can be prepared for such a development,

or become the theatre of such a realisation.

The prophet saw it coming down from God out of the

heaven. The word heaven, in this and several other parts of
this book, denotes the mystical spaces in nature. Thus when we
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read the phrase: "And heaven opened, &..," it imports some

new development on the earth. And what is this new

development, but a repetition of what has been, so that whatever

this earth may have been countless millions of years ago, the

same will again be realised in the interminable future, as all
movements are within a circle, and not a straight line. At the

same time each of those grand revolutions will not repeat itself

in that verJ sane grooc)e, any more than the planets do repeat

themselves by moving in the exect grooc)e, in each of their
revolutions, each one is afrartionnearer the sun. This pervades

the whole of time, and space, through what we call eternity.

Thus it comes to pass that the gems and jewels of the past, which

are now concealed within the earth, by a power which preserves

them until that day when the New Jerusalem comes down from

God (or the Gods), out of heaven. That day when the

"Thbernacle of God will be among the men of that glorious reign,

and when tears shall cease to flow and there shall be no more

death, and sorrow and crying shall be no more." Then from the

18th verse of that said chapter to the Zlst verse, you have all

the precious stones set forth in their order. Then shall the

precious stones once more become the variegated glories of a
jewelled world. Thls earth will once more have attained its
majority. Then shall each stone in its turn, occupy its legitimate
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place, and discharge its peculiar mission. There are parts of this

earth where the preciolrs stones abound, bevond all our present

conceptions of profusion. But they are hidden in that place

where wisdom might be found, and that same question which

rvas asked by that sage: "W'here shall wisdom be found," might

with equal propriety be put forth, and where may these gems of

the gods be found, the place is not known today, at least, not to

the men of this world, who have their portion in this life.

TheVirrues of the Sapphire

It is a cure for doubt and despondency. It is a reviver of hopes

that have been blighted. It deprives the future of its dread, and

renders the dark valley of death, redolent with sunshine. In a
well developed mind it sheds a hallow, and begets sensations

uniike anything we may have realised. If the mind be sufficiently

tranquil and free from any special bias, just contemplate the

Sigil, and repeat the name and invocation for a few times, and

you will partake of a joy '*'hich will surpass every other joy of
your life.
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This is the sigil

of
Sapphire.

THE INVOCATION.

A voice from the Sapphire came unto

Come hither my child, come hither and see.

'lfith 
rne it is day, i know of no night,

My sky's ever clear, my sun's ever bright.

No weeping, no mouming, no shedding of tears,

No change in my seasons, no counting of years.

One thousand years with me is one day;

My work is alipleasure, my labour is play.

Would'st thou be happy? would'st thou be free?

+

V
I

__t_

The word for invocation is
TROO-AV-AL.
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THE RED GARNET
THIs SToNE CoNTAINS VIRTUES

SPECIALLY PECULIAR TO ITSELF,

OR \UHAT MAY r.\OT BE

DISCOVERABLE IN ANY OTHER

sroNE, PLANT, OR TREE. I nVt

HERE ALLUDING MORE

ESPECiALLY TO THAT SPECIES OF

GanNrr cALLED THE Rrn
GanNEr. Ir rs FoUND Mosr

COMMCNLY iN MICA, SLATE,

HORNBI.END, SLATE, AND

GNEISS. TnP NAME SEEMS TO

have been derived from the l.atin, "granurn" 
- 

5sgd. This idea

may have come from the supposed fact that this stone is a

combination of crystalline grains, adhering together from

affinity" This would lead one to suppose the pre-existence of a

principle, a living principle, a divine principle, a soul, in fact,

rvhich collected those grains together in the same way, or by

the same law, as the plant or the tree, or as animal life builds up

an animal structure, designated an organism.

We are accustomed to call all mineral substances inorgcutic

rnatter; in the meantime, such is not so in those primal
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formations which we discover among the mineral and metallic
substances abounding in and on this earth. But when these

substances are transformed by the hand of man, and their
primitive structure broken up, the vital principle is no longer
there, any more than the life principle remains in a rree when
it has been cut up and transformed into chairs and tables.

The primal basis on which I build this new philosophy, if it
may be called such, is: that every mineral substance, as well as

every vegetable substance, has a living principle, soul, or genius;

and it is by virtue of this soul or genius that the srone is marked
by certain characteristics, and contains certain properties, such

as may be capable of acting on other substances or other
organisms, and of producing changes in each.

This is my first thesis. My next is: that in order to become

the subject of the stone's influence, it is necessary we should

become sympathetically connected with that stone, plant, or
tree; not by first killingit and subsequently by taking portions in
pills, powders, or decoctions; but by realising a symparhetic
union with the stone, plant, or tree; and that by a kind of
fascination, which you may designate love, towards that object.
It is a law in nature, that whatever you greatly admire, and that,
freely, or spontaneously, you love after a fashion; and what you

love, or greatly admire, you become negative towards that object,
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and becoming thus negative, you must of necessity become

receptive of rn'hatsoever influences that thing may be capabte

of imparting.

It is well-known that you cannot force yourself to admire

anything, but must be first of all fascinated by, or through, an

inspiration. This inspiration is the precursor of fascination, and

follows as the result of calm or quiet contemplation.
I have already presented my readers with a vast number of

resources, by which you may meet, and overcome, the various

ills that flesh and blood are heir to. These are no idle fancies on
my part, but are veritable truths. These are revelations which
have been lying within the archives of the universe for thousands

of years before our history awoke to meet the concurrent events

of a tirne comparatively modern. We have straggling hints, or
references, to peoples or nations who are said to have worshipped

trees. Indeed some traces of such a kind of idotratry appears ro

be easily found among what are called the rude and barbaric

tribes. These are but the remains of what was once a glorious

philosophy.

I, Charubel, arn the ordained instrumenr to publish to this
race, now ro the sear of its life, this divine philosophy. However

you may feel disposed to treat this subject, depend on it, there

is no other messenger born, or yet rvithin the folds of a distant
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future, who will publish again this philosophy further than he

may seek to call the attention of the world to what I have
written.

I do not say these things in the spirit of a proud boaster, but
simply in the spirit of truth and righteousness.

Now what I have written in this article might appear a

digression from the subject in hand, viz.: the Garnet, but it is
not so. What i have written is the result of my psychic
contemplation of this wonder{ul gem. The influence of this stone

on my mind is that of inspiration. It may not have exactly the

same effect on every one that it has on me, at the same time
you will feel a power or an influence whilst contemplating the

Garnet, especially when the mind is aided by the ritual whlch I
hope being able to give you; for with the aid of this ritual you

may be able to dispense with the stone itself. This stone, among

other uses, is a special remedy for, and a protection from, all
diabolical influences. There is no infbrnal power that can injure

the person who uses this rituai, falthfully and in consciousness

of the direct presence of the Lord God of host.
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This is the sigil

of
the Red Garnet.

The word for invocation is
AR_HU-{AL.

THE IN'r'OCATIC]N

O Thou, great Buiider, of the stupend,:us whole:

\Within each creature bast Thou bestow'd a soul.

By virtue of this wisdom, and por,ver of Thy own,

i{ast Thou bestow'd a genius in the Garnet stone;

Through which a light I may receive from Thee.

The blessing of being from powers infernal free.

AR-t{L.l-cAL! thee for ever, and for ever, I adore,

To Thee I give hosannas evermore.
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THE CARBUNCLE
Turs sroNg BELoNcs ro rHE GnnNpr
FAMILY, AT THE SAME TIME IT IS OF A MUCH

DEEPER RED THAN rHr, GenNrr.
I ev Nor TNFoRMED BY wRirERS oN THE

SUB]ECT AS TO THE CHARACTERISTIC SHAPE

OF THIS STONE \ilHEN FOUND IN ITS NAIIVE

srATE oR pRIMITIVE coNDrrroN. I Hevs segN

A FElr SPECTMENS OF THIS STONE, ONE IN A

RING AND THE OTHER IN A PEAR-SHAPE FORM,

resembling in colour and shape big drops of blood. This shape

impressed me very forcibly with the notion that possibly this

may have been one of its primitive forms; at the same time I do

not suppose that the Carbuncle, any more than the Garnet, is

confined to any one form, and that exclusively. Nor is this of
any special importance to me in giving to this age the secret

virtues of this stone. It is with the psychic influence of the

Carbuncle that I am concerned.

The soul of the Carbuncle, as revealed to me by certain

symbols. The symbol gives me inspirations to the effect that

this stone is related more especially to the things of time and

sense, and such matters as may concern us most in our everyday

intercourse with mankind and with the world in general.
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Physically it strengthens and vivifies the vital and the
generative forces in human natllre. its influences partake to a
ccinsideraL,le degree of tlrat of the trine aspect of Mars with the

moon, modified b)' u ruy from Jupiter.
Hence I conclude that the Carbuncle will benefit those who

may be lacking in energy, and who may be suffering from

a'naemia. Also those who may be in lvant of that animal courage,

a courage which is so necessary in our dealings with a hard and

ui-rsynlpathetic world. it tends to render us regardless of
sympathv. It also tends to sharpen our business propensities,

and thus rnake us more successful in ail business transactions.

Tb the dull, the lethargic, and the sh-rggish lymphatic, and people

of cold habits, this stone would prove an invaluable treasure.
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This is the sigil of Carbuncle.

The word for invocation is RpH-Ru-eL.

THE INVOCAIION

Hither lead me, thither guide me,

ln this mortal life below;

In my weakness stand Lreside me,

Save me from my daily foe.

APH-RU-EL, all omnipotent to me,

ln this name I all shall conquer;

At this sigil my foes shall flee.

In my sickness and my sorfow,

Thou doest give thy balsam free;

Heal the of my present weakness,

That I better days shall see.
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INDEX OF TI{EES, SHRUBS,

PLANTS, M]NERALS AND

PRETJIOUS STONES.

Adder's Tongue Ophioglosxun : l)ispeller of General Tlrrpor and
Gloom, and Listless Apathy.

Aslr Tiee Fraxinus : Acute pain in the Chest. Affections of rhe
Bronchia. Remedy for Tumours, Abscesses, and Chronic
Excre-.cences of the Skin.

Anemone (S7ild) Ranunculo: (Negative) Valvular Affections of
the Lleart. Gouty Pains in various parts of the Body.
Hemicrania, accompanied with great Heat in Left Cheek and
Temples, and Hot'lears from the Eyes. Inflamed Kidneys.

Alcler Tiee Ae'nus Glutittoso: Tb break up old assr-rciations and old
friends and relationships is an isolating characrer. (Use with
caurion). f)isconnect the mind frorn the past, and long-
standing Ulcers and Tirmours, etc. Good for the l{ermit or
Recluse.

Brook-Lirne V eranica-Beccalunga : Spinal lrritation. Resrlessness.

Sleeplessness, accompanieci with a Dead Ache in the Head.
Spinai Chord ancl Lou'er Brain, also the Nerves of Nutrition
generaliy.

Buttercup Ranunculus : Melancholy and a Lo,rking-back, and
Longing fur Past Scenes and Old Home, People who lUeep
from Gloom. Departed Friends. Unrealised Anticipations and
Suicidal Tendencies. Great Heat in the Face and Forehead.
inflamed F,yes, etc.

Birch Tree Betulo'cecp : Resrlessness and Nervous lrritability,
accc.mpaniecl with grear anxiety. See the entry for Birch Tiee
and use of a L)ecocti,rn for a Stimulant of the Brain.
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Box Tiee Bux'usSempervi'rens : Acute Constrictive Pain about Breast
Bone, attended with anxiety, difficulty of Breathing, and sense

of Suffocation. A Strengthener and Fortifier of Chest and
Lungs.

Celandine Chilidn' nium Majw : See P oppy F amily

Clematis CrowfootFamily: (Negative) An Inflamed Groin. Intense
Pains in Legs and Thighs. Acrid Virus in the Blood. Germinal
Scrofula.

Christmas Rose Cro{oot Tribe : In all cases of lnsanity or any
tendency that way through Excitement,'Worry, or Anxiety.

Crimson Corn Poppy Papauer Rhcas : Deep Dull Pain in Forehead
(Centre) with great heaviness about Eyes and Eyelids. A great

want of Sleep, and unrest after Sleep.

Averse to labour or work, living in a kind of Stupor State,
not unlike the effect of a Narcotic.

Crane's Bill or Herb Robert GeraniumFomily: Astringent for Laxity
of the Nervous System. Loss of Tone and Vitality. Toothache,
etc.

Devil's Bit Scabiosa Succisa : A Soul Blight, the result of Psychic
Parasites.

Elder Tree Samburus-nrgra : (Negative). For persons of Gross Habits,
and where there are tendencies towards Vices of Low and
Animal Character. Lust and Animality.

Elm Tiee Ultnus Canpestris: (Negative). Strengthener of Brain and
Nerves and other synptoms. Extreme Languor, and Sense of
Prostration and Softening of Brain.

Fems Fliices : L{eart Strengthener, acting powerfully on the Arterial
System, and Chest Affections arising from Weakness.
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Fern (Wall) Polypodium: Weak action of the Heart. Atrophy
(generat weakness with rttasting).

Fir Tiee Coniferea: (Positive). General Languor. Oppressive Feeling
of Exhaustion. A Sallow Complexion, arising from a siuggish
liver A weak ar,d intermittent pulse and feeling of fullness.

l{olly Tree I'lex Aquifolium : Great Heat in the Throat. Constrictive
and Crarnp-like Feeling about the region of tl-re Heart. Spinal
Affections. Virulent Pains in the Head with great Heat.
lntermittent Fever. Delirium Tiemens, etc.

Heather (Comuron) Calluna Vulgcvris : ( Medicinal Virtues): -lnordinate Discharges from the Bladder or Intestines and
such as experience Numbness of Limbs, and more especially
extremities. Note-Tincture for Paralysed Llmbs. Slow
Action of Heart.

(Psychic Virtues):-lntrepidity in presence of danger.
Fearlessness of l)eath. Settled state of nind to one purpose.

Great Robustness of Health of Body.

Wy He'dera He'lix: Over-excited Brain. Hallucination.
Sleeplessness frorn over-excitemcnt, etc.

Lichen Cryptogamin Clziss : Leprosy. Scaly Skin Diseases, Poison
in the Blood after Scarlatina.

Lilac Oiis,e Tribe: Heart Affections, where too Quick and Feeble.

Lirne Tree TiliaEuropoa: lVeakness, a Gradual Sinking, r','hen food
taken yields no sLrpport. Lime tree specific remedy for
depletion and want of vigour after long illness, providing
the fbod which the sinking soul requires. A giver of Sffength
and Vigour.
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Mosses : An Antidote for Vagaries. False Delusive Visions.
Despondency. Hallucinations and Melancholy of every cast.

Suicidal TenJencies

Mares-Thil Hippuris: Bodily lnfirmity through Obesity, etc.

Monk's Hood CrowfootTribe: Colds and Chllls after Perspiration.

Mallow Family Althe'a Officinalis : Hay Fever, extraordinary
discharge from nose with frequent sneezings, attended with
restlessness, a cure for Influenza.

Mountain Ash Pyras Aucupa'ria: (Negative). The Gout. Uric Acid.
Rheumatism. An attractor of the Poison which causes Gout
and Rheumatism.

Oak Tiee Quercus Robur : Prostration after Illness an all-gone Feeling.
A giving up and great Timidity, and Dread of Death. The
strengthening influence of this Tiee for the prostrate invalid
is very great.

Orange Tribe AurantiacecB: Discords on Soul Plane. Friction, etc.
Sorrorv and Grief. Melancholy.

Paony CrowfootTiibe : Generation of Life Forces through the Spleen,

for people Suffering from Great \Teakness, accompanied with
a sense of Prostration on least exertion. Kind of Sinking
without Pain.

Poppy Family - Celandine : Eruption and Skin Diseases of ail kinds.

Popiar Tree Populu.s Nrgra : Want of Will Power. Loss of Memory.
Dullness of Apprehension. Weak or Imperfect Eyesight.
Deafness arising from Constitutional Weakness, and all
symptorns which pertain to the Digestive, Assimilative
Secretion, Absorption, etc., and all those offices requiring
the healthy action of the Stomach, Liver, Kidneys, and Bowels.
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StJohn's Wort Hypericarecr: A Strengthener, Healer, and Comfcrrter
of the Soul. A sensation of Floating, no Rest day or night-
lnsomnia'- Excessive Irritabilityi a temper ever out of joint.
A fear of some unknown trouble about to overtakc' you, and

SuiciJal Ten.lcncies.

Wood-Scrrrel (Comrnon) Oxalis-acetoselbt : (Positive). Cancers.
Ti-rmours. A Life-gii,'er, a Viulizer, and Internal Invigorator,
lor people rvho have been long ill, etc.

Yew Tree : A Soul Strengthcner, and Healer of the Poor and

f)ejected. Lowness of Spirits and Great Depression, a Weak
Soul. Remains of that Morbid Effluvia, which, like a horrid
nightmare, clings to the helpless soul.

INDEX OF Iv{INERALS

Copper: A Sor-rl Strengthener, etc.

Gold : Giver of Health and Long Life. Oppression and Spirit
Drooprng. Tioubled and Worried. Disheartencd and l-lelpiess

and L)espair. Good for Sluggish Natures where action of Heart
too Slow. Persons who are averse to an active life" The
Lymphatic Ti:mpi:rament. The Anrmics The Indolent and
Puttcr-off till tomorror'v. 'fhe Aged.

Iron (Eiernental) r (Fositive). Persons of Paie Sallor,v Complexion,
of a Cold Nature, with Poor Blood. The Full Blooded and
Poor Bl,roded people should not use only under very careful
circumstances aird conditions.
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INDEX CF PRECIOUS STONES

Amethyst : Faise Vision and l)egenerating Memory. Colour
Blindness, etc.

Coral : Decrepit persons and prematurely old. A Quickener of the
Senses. Good in growing defect of Eyesight from gradual loss

of energy in the Optic Nerve (which is not traceable to any

. acute form of disease) is a special remedy. A Strengthener of
the Mental Faculties.

Carbuncle : Physically Strengthens and Vivifies the Vital and
Generative Forces in human nature, for the lacking of Energy
and the Sufferers from Anaemia, and those who are in want
of animal courage. Tendency to render us regardless of
sympathy. Sharpener of Business Propensities. lnvaluable
treasure to the Dull, Lethargic, and the Sluggish Lymphatic,
and people of Cold Habim.

Diamond : For Kings, Monarchs, Presidents, and people of high
standing, etc. State Authorities, and the advanced Occultists.

Emerald : For those'uvho aspire to Wisdom and seek Enlightenment,
and those rvho seek the good of life, etc.

Rock Crystal : Safeguard against Deception or Imposition, and for
those who think of a betrer life and the pure in heart.

Ruby: (Negative). Most Precious of Gems. Grevious Tiial. Hopeless

condition, etc. Heart-rending Grief. Pangs of Bereavement.
Terrible Disappointment. Soother of Agitation and
Disburdener of the Oppressed Soul.

Red Garnet ; lnspiration. Remedy for Diabolical Influences, etc.

Sapphire : Cure for Doubt and Despondency. Reviver of Hopes that
have been bhghted. Disperses the future of its dread, and
renders the Valley of Death redolent with sunshine.
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Tbpaz : Applies to Fair People with Weak or Fragile Constitutions,
and inclined to become Despondent and of Cold Habits. A
hefu to thosc. who are out of sight and behind the scenes, or
in the shade. It begets hopefulness in the hopeless. Strengthens
and Fortifies rhe Soul against tire evil and wicked persons.

Tirrquoise : Sympathetic Stone. A connector of Souls. Developer of
Inrrer Powers. Invaluable treasure to the thoughtful and
meditative.
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INnEx oF DISEASES AND AILMENTS

CURABLE BY THE PSYCHIC VIRTUES OF

TREES, SHRUBS, PLANTS, MINERALS

AND PRECIOUS STONES

To be read in conjunction with the lndex of trees, shrubs, plants, minerals and precious stones.

Once the disease or ailment has been located read the corresponding index entry for the tree,

shrub, plant, etc., together with the relevant section in the main text in order to fulI comprehend
the overall attributes.

ENVIRONMENT

Animality, Lust and

Break up old associations and old friends and

relationsh ips

Business: A Sharpener of Business Propensities

Cold and Unsympathetic Nature, Persons of

Courage: For those who are in want of animai courage

Deception or Imposition, Safeguard Against

Departed Friends

Disconnect the mind frorn the past

Disconnect the mind from the past - Longing for
Past Scenes and Old Home

Disconnect the mind from the past - Looking back

Friction (discord)

Gross Habits

Lust

Elder Tree

Alder Tree

Carbuncle

Carbuncle

Carbuncle

Rock Crystal

Buttercup

Alder Tiee

Buttercup

Buttercup

Orange tibe
Elder Tree

Elder Tiee
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Poor and Dejected, Healer of the

Suicidal Tendencies

Vices of Lorv and Aniinal Character

Work or Labour, Aversron to

MENTAL

Anticipations, Unrealised

Anxiety

Anxiety, A tendency to insanity from

Apathy

Bad-tempered

Brzrin, Ol'er-excited

Coid Nature, Persons of

Death, Dread of

L)eath, Fea.rlessness of

I)epression, Lowness c,f Spirits and

Depression: Oppression and Spirit Drooping

Despair

Despondency

f)isappointment

Doubt, Cure for

I )ullncs- of Apprehension.

Enlightenmenr

Yew Tiee

Mosses

Elder Tree

Poppy, Crimson Corn

Buttercup

Birch Tiee, Box Tiee

Christmas Rose

Adder's Tongue

St John's Wort

Iuy

Iron (Elemental)

Oak Tiee

Heather, (Psychic Virtues)

Yew Tree

Gold

Gold

Mosses, Sapphire

Ruby

Sapphire

Poplar Tree

Emerald
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Excitement, A tendency to lnsanity from

Fear

Fearlessness of Death

Floating, A sensation of

Frail - Fair Persons inclined to become Despondent
and of Cold Habits

General Health, Great Robustness of
Health of Body

Christmas Rose

St John's Wort

Hearher, (Psychic Virtues)

St John's V/ort

Topaz

Heather, (Psychic Virtues)

Adder's Tongue

Buttefcup

Ivy, Mosses

Alder Tree, Sapphire

Topaz

Gold

Topaz

Christmas Rose

Heather, (Psychic Virtues)

St John's Wort

Fir Tiee, Elm Tiee

Paony

Adder's Tongue

Buttercup, Mosses, Orange Tribe

Poplar Tlee

Gloom

Gloom, People who Weep from

Hallucination

Hermit

Hope, Reviver of

Indolency

Infirm - Fair Persons inclined to become Despondent

and of Cold Habits

Insanity

Intrepidity in presence of danger

Irritability

Langour, General

Lethargy

Listlessness

Melancholy

Memory, Loss of
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Mrnd, Scttled state ()f

lr4orbidity

l'iervous lrritability

Prostration on least cxertion

Rectuse

Restlessness

Sleclls55ilq5s ir.rrn over-exc i tcment

Sorrow

Spleen, Generation of l-ife Forces through the

Suicidal Tendencies

Torpor

Tiepidation

Tioubled and V/orried

Vagaries, An Antidote for

Visions, Faise L)elusive
'Weak 

or Fragile Fair Persons inclined to become

L)espondent and of Colcl Habits

Weakness: A sinking without pain.

Wili Power, Lack of

Vill, Lack o{ - A giving up and great Timidiry

Wisdorn
'Work 

or Labtrur', Aversion ttl
'Worry

'Worry, A tenclency to insaniry frtlm

Heather, (Psirchic Virtues)

Yew Tree

Birch Tree

Preony

Alder Tree

Birch Tiee

Iuy

Orange Tiibe

Preony

lv{osses, St John's 
\Wort, Buttercup

Addert Tongue

St John's Wort

Gold

Mosses

Mosses, Amethyst

Topaz

Preony

Poplar Tree

Oak Tree

Emerald

Poppry, Crimson Corn

Gold

Christmas Rose
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PFIYSICAL

Abscess

Aged, Help for

Ageing Prematurely

Anaemia

Anaemia: Physically Strengthens and Vivifies the Vital
and Generative Forces

Appetite: a Gradual Sinking, when food taken yields
no support.

Arterial System

Atrophy - Weakness with Wasting

Bladder, Inordinate Discharges from

Blood Poisoning after Scarlatina

Blood, Acrid Virus in the

Blood, Poor

Bowels

Brain - Stimulant (used as a decoction)

Brain (lower)

Brain, Softening of

Brain, Strengthener of

Breathing, Difficulty of

Bronchia

Cancers

Cheek(left) and Temples, Great heat in the

Heather

Ash Tiee

Gold

Coral

Gold

Carbuncle

Lime Tiee

Fems

Wall Fern

(Medicinal Virtues)

Lichen

Clematis

Amethyst

Poplar Tree

Birch Tiee

Brook-Lime

Elm Ti:ee

Elm Tlee

Box Tlee

Ash Tree

Wood-Sorrel

Anemone
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Chest

Chest - Acute Constrictive Pain about Breast Bone

Chest pain

Chest, Strengthener and Fortifier of

Chills

Colds

Colour Blindness

Ferns

Box Tiee

Ash Tiee

Box Tree

Monk's Hood

Monk's Hood

Amethyst

Complexion, A Sallow

Convalescence: specific remedy for depietion and want of
vigour after long illness

Deafness arising from constitutional weakness

Fir Tree, lron (Elemental)

Lime Tiee, S7ood-Sorrel

Poplar Tiee

Coral

Holly Tiee

Assirnilative Secretion, Absorption, etc. Poplar Tiee

Wood-Sorrel

Carbuncle

Crane's Bill

Lirne Tiee, Wood-Sorrel

Ash Tiee

Fir Tree

Poppy, Crimson Corn

Poplar Tree

f)ecrepit Persons

Delirium Tremens

Digestive System -
Energy

Energv - A giver of Strength and Vigour.

Energy - Loss of 
-llorre 

and Vitality

Energy - Loss of Tbne and Vitality: A giver of Strength
and Vigotrr.

Excrescences ,rf the Skin

Exhaustion, Oppressive Feeling of

Eyes and Eye-[ids, Great heaviness about

Eyesight, Weak or imperfect
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F.yesight: growing defect from gradual loss of energy in
the Optic Nerve

Eyes, Hot tears from the

Eyes, Inflamed

Face and Forehead, Great Heat in the

Fever, Intermittent

Forehead (Centre), Deep Dull Pain in

Frail - Decrepit Persons

Fullness, Feeling of

Germinal Scrofula

Gout

Gout Pains

Groin, Inflamed

Hallucination

Hay Fever

Headache

Head, Virulent Pains in the

Hearing, Loss of

Heart Affections, where too Quick and Feeble

Heart Strengthener

Heart, Weakness of the

Heart Valves

Heartbeat

Coral

Anemone

Buttercup

Buttercup

Holly Tree

Poppy, Crimson Corn

Coral

Fir Tiee

Clematis

Mountain Ash

Anemone

Clematis

Irry

Monk's Hood

Brook-Lime

Holly Tree

Poplar Tiee

Lilac

Fems

Wall Fern

Anemone

Fir Tree
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Heart, Constrictive and Cramp-like Feeling about the
region of the Holly Tiee

Heart, Slow Action of

Heart: Sluggish Natures where

Hemicrania

Infirm - l)ecrepit Persons

Influenza

Insomnia

lntestines, Inordinate Discharges from the l-leather (Medicinal Virtues)

Heather ( Medicinal Virtues)

action of Heart too Slow Gold

Anemone

Coral

Monk's Hood

St John's Wort

Oak Tiee

Wood-Sorrel

Poplar Tree

Anemone

Clematis

Lichen

Heather ( Mcd icinal Virtues)

Poplar Tree

Fir Tiee

Gold

Box Tiee

Carbuncle

Gold

Amethyst

Coral

lnvalid: Prostration after Illness, a strengthening influence.

Invigorator

Kidney

Kidneys, inflamed

L.egs, Intense pain in

Leprosy

Limbs and extremities, Nurnbness of

Liver

Liver, Sluggish

Longevity

Lungs, Strengthener and Fortifier of

Lymphatic Sluggishness

Lymphaetic Temperament

lv{emory, l)egenerating

Mental Faculties, Strengthener of
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Nerves of Nutrition

Nerves, Strengthener of

Nervous System, Astringent for Laxity of the

Nose, Extraordinary discharge from

Obesity, Bodily infirmity through

Paralysed Limbs, Tincture for

Perspiration, Colds and Chills after

Poison which causes Gout and Rheumatism

Premature Ageing

Prostration on least exertion

Prostration, Sense of

after long illness

Restlessness

Rheumatism

Brook-Lime

Elm Tiee

Crane's Bill

Monk's Hood

Mares-Tail

Heather (Medicinal Virtues)

Monk's Hood

Mountain Ash

Coral

Preony

Elm Tiee

Fir Tiee

Lime Tiee

Wood-Sorrel

Brook-Lime, Monk's Hood, St John's Wort

Mountain Ash

Lichen

Clematis

Coral

Poppy

Lichen

Brook-Lime, Poppy, Crimson Corn

Pulse

Recovery: specific remedy for depietion and want of vigour
after long illness

Recovery: specific remedy for depletion and want of vigour

Scarlatina, Poison in the Rlood after

Scrofula, Germinal

Senses, Quickener of

Skin Diseases and skin eruptions of all kinds

Skin Diseases, Scaly

Sleeplessness
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Siuggish Nature

Sneezing

Spinal Affections

Spinal Cord

Spinal Irritation

Spleen, Generation of Life Forces througir

Stomach

Stupor (Narcotic like state)

Suffocation, Sense of

Thighs, Intense pain in

Throat, Great Heat in the

Tirnidity

Tiredrress after sleep

Tlxrthache

Tilrnours

Ulcers

Uric Acid

Vitality

Gold

Monk's Hood

Holly Tiee

Brook-Lime

Brook-Lime

the Preony

Poplar Tiee

Poppy, Crimsorr Corn

Box Tiee

Clematis

Holly Tiee

Oak Tree

Poppy, Crimson Corn

Crane's Bill

Alder Tree, Wood-Sorrel, Ash Tree

Alder Tree

Mountain Ash

Crane's Bill, Wood-Sorrel

Carbuncle

Oak Tiee

Fems

Preony

Lime Tree

Vitality: Physically Strengthens and Vivifies the Vital
and Generative Forces

V,/eakness - an all gone f'eeiing

lTeakness, affecting the Chest

Weakness: A sinking without pain.

V'eakness: A giver of Strength and Vigotir
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Well-being - Loss of Tone and Vitality

Well-being, General Health and

Well-being: Physicaily Strengthens and Vivifies the
and Generative Forces

Vital

Crane's Bill

Gold

Carbuncle

SPIRITUAL

Agitation, Soother of

Bereavement, Pangs of

Death, Fear of

Disappointment

Enlightenment

Grief

Grief, Heart-rending

Grievous tial
Heart, Pure in

Hoplessness

Inner Powers, Developer of

Inspiration

Meditation: Invaluable treasure to the
and meditative

Psychic Attack: Remedy for Diabolical

Psychic Parasites

Soul Blight

Soul, A Strengthener

thoughtful

Influences

Ruby

Ruby

Sapphire

Ruby

Emerald

Orange Tiibe

Ruby

Ruby

Rock Crystal

Ruby

Tirrquoise

Red Gamet

Turquoise

Red Gamet

Devil's Bit

Devil's Bit

Copper, Yew Tiee
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Soul, A Strengthener and Fortifier against evil and wicked persons Topaz

Soui, A Strengthener. Healer, and Comforter of the St John's V/ort

Soul, Disburdener of the Oppressed

Soul: A connector to

Soul: l)iscord on the Soul plane

Soul: lr4orbid Effluvia, which, like a horrid nightmare,
clings tci the helpless Soul

Wisdorn

Ruby

Turquoise

Orange Tiibe

Yew Tree

Emerald
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Orders for Old. and Modem Works on O ccult Philnsophy and Kindred Subjects may be

sent to the Editor.

The following rare arul ualtwbll works can be had, in manuscript form or typed.

1. A perfect and original copy of the Keys of Rabbi Solomon. Tianslated

from the Hebrew into English, the whole embellished by a vast

number of m.ysterious Figures, Thlismans, Pentacles, Quandaries,

Circles, and Characters.

Copies of this can be made at f,7 7s.0d. each.

7. Culpeper's l-astkgrcies. Febrilia, or a teatise of Fevers in general,

by Nicholas Culpeper, 1656.

Composita or a Synopsis of the Chiefest Compositions in use now

with Galenists, 1656.

lv'{edicine here very well arranged to the various Diseases with prop-

erties, etc.

A Tieatise on the Pestilence with Prevision, Provision, and Pre-

vention, etc., for 1656.

Aphorisms, etc. Exceedingly useful for all Diseases to the various

Organs of the Body with all the Ancient Receipts, Syrups, Oils,

Tinctures,'Waters, Wines, Pills. etc.

Copies of this can be made at 17 7s. 0d. each.

From the Editor:-

Mn R. lil/lLCH, TvLnesLry, Nn. MaNcsESTER, ENcr-aNo.
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PSYCHOLOGY OF BOTANY

A TREATISE ON

II{EES, SHRUI]S, AND PLANTS, ETC.,

FOR THE

CURE OF DISEASE,S AND AILMENTS.

OF THE

I{UMAN SYSTEM, (WITHOUT MED]CINE),

By

SYMPAIHY (POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE:) ON THE SOL]L PLANE, BY

..CHARUBEL'' (THE GREAi SEER).

A Collegiarr who trained for the Ciospel 60 years ago, gave his
whole life up fbr the love of Nature and the Study of

the Supernatural Elements, &c., &c.

Author of Ilhe Zodi:rc Symbolized, The Psychic Mirror, The
Nolth Pole Star and Region, The Seer Critic,

The Geozonic Spheres, The Occultisr, Astrographicai
Revelations, Psychological Erperienccs, &c.

"But "tet these truths fuing never so certain, nevcr so clear, he n'.oy be

Igwrant of either, or al| of them, who will tleqter nke the pains to emplo"l

his /acairies ils he sholll to inform himself about them."

John Locke
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